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Abstract 
II: classes in a space X where X equals (0, l}“, ww, [O,l], or the real line W are given 
an effective enumeration P,J and the computably continuous functions are given an effective 
enumeration Fe,x. The notion of index sets associated with @ classes and with computably 
continuous functions is developed. The complexity of various problems of analysi is determined 
by the complexity of the associated index set. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Computable analysi has a long history, going back to the original notions of a 
computably continuous function due to Gregorczyk [S, 91 and Lacombe [ 17-191 in 
the 1950s. Closed sets play a fundamental role in the study of analysi and effectively 
closed sets, which are the complements of effectively open sets, also play a fundamental 
role in computable analysis. In this paper, we shall study index sets for II: classes, 
which are the effectively closed subsets of a space X where X is either the Cantor 
space {O,l}“, the Baire space ow, the real line 8, or the closed interval [0, 11. 
Typical examples of II: classes in computable analysi are the set of zeros, the set 
of fixed points, or the set of extrema of a computably continuous function. That is, for 
any continuous function F, it is easy to see that the set of zeroes of F, the set of fixed 
points of F, and the set of points where F attains an extremum, are al closed sets. 
For a computably continuous function F, the corresponding sets are al I$’ classes. 
In fact, Nerode and Huang [22] showed that any II: clas may be represented as the 
set of zeroes of a computably continuous function. Ko extended the Nerode-Huang 
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results [ 151 to show that any II: class may be represented as the set of zeroes of 
a polynomial time computable function. Thus II: classes also appear naturally in the 
theory of polynomial time computable functions on the reals. 
II! classes have played an important role in computability theory going back to the 
Kleene basis theorem [14]. Many of the fundamental results about II: classes and their 
members were established by Jockusch and Soare in [ 11,121. For a short course on 
II: classes, see [3]. II? classes occur naturally in the application of computability to 
many areas of mathematics. See the recent survey of Cenzer and Remmel [6] for many 
examples. 
Subsets of the Cantor space are investigated as so-called u-languages in theoretical 
computer science and a series of papers [7,26,27,29] studies w-languages accepted by 
Turing machines. These papers develop connections between acceptance, representabil- 
ity by recursive (computable) or recursively (computably) enumerable languages and 
classification in the arithmetical hierarchy. In particular, a II: class may be viewed 
as the w-language accepted by a deterministic Turing machine M in the sense that 
the infinite sequence x(0),x( 1 ), . . . is accepted if every initial segment x(O), . . .,x(n) is 
accepted by M. This notion was introduced in [20]. 
The notion of index sets for II: classes in ww is developed by Cenzer and Remmel 
in [5], building on the work of Lempp [21] and others. The main idea is that the 
complexity of a problem, such as computing the measure of a closed set, may be 
measured by the complexity of its index set in the arithmetic hierarchy. For example, 
it is shown in [5] that for any computable real r, the set of indices e such that the 
eth II: class in (0, l}w has measure Y is a II! complete set. This greatly strengthens 
the well-known fact that the measure of a II: class need not be computable. Similarly, 
we will show that the index set of the computably continuous functions which have a 
computable zero is a Ci complete set. This greatly strengthens the well-known fact that 
a computably continuous real function need not have a computable zero. For general 
notation, the reader is referred to Hinman [lo], Odifreddi [23] and to Soare [25]. Note 
that we use the terms “recursive” and “computable” interchangeably. For more specific 
notation relating to index sets and to II; classes, see [5,6]. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries. 
In Section 3, we quote a number of results for index sets of II! classes that were 
proved by Cenzer and Remmel [5,6]. These results will be used to prove our index 
set results in analysis. Then in Section 4, we consider index sets for II: classes in 
each of our spaces. In this paper, we will often identify the real line % with the open 
interval (0,l) since the two spaces are computably homeomorphic. We will use the 
representations given by Weihrauch in [31] to define various notions of index sets for 
II: classes in the real line and explore their relation to one another. In Section 5, we 
consider index sets associated with continuous functions in each of our spaces. In 
Section 6, we consider index sets for polynomial time computable real functions, 
based on the work of Ko [ 151. Also we consider index sets related to the cardinal&y 
of the set of polynomial time elements in the II: classes considered in Sections 4 
and 5. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some basic definitions. Let o = (0, 1,2,. . .} denote the set of natural 
numbers. For any set Z, CCw denotes the set of finite strings (o(O), . . . , o(n-1)) of 
elements from C and Zw denotes the set of countably infinite sequences from C. 
For a string o = (a( 0), a( 1 ), . . . , a(n-1)), [cr[ denotes the length n of 0. The empty 
string has length 0 and will be denoted by 0. A string of n k’s will be denoted k”. For 
m< 1~11, 0 [m is the string (a(O),..., a(m-1)). We say (i is an initial segment of z 
(written cr + r) if CJ = r [ m for some m. Given two stings (r and r, the concatenation 
of CJ and r, denoted by 0-r (or sometimes just gr), is defined by 6-r = (rr(O), o( 1 ), . . . , 
4m - l),~(O),~(l),..., r(n-1)) where 101 =m and 1~1 =n. We write (r-l~ for a-(a) 
and a-o for (~)-a. For any x E Cw and any finite n, the initial segment x [n of 
x is (x(O),..., x(n-1)). For a string ok XC0 and any XE Co, we write cr 4x if 
(T = x 1 n for some n. For any ~7 E C” and any n E P, we have a-x = (a(O), . . . , a(n- 1 ), 
x(0),x( 1 ), . . .). Given strings 0 and z of length n, we let (T 63 r = (a(O), r(O), . . . , a(n- 1 ), 
z(n-1)); if 101 =n+l and IrI =n, then o@r=((o [n@~)-a(n). Given two elements 
x,y of P, x@y=z where z(2m)=x(m) and z(2m+l)= v(m). 
We need to code a string cr E wCo as an integer. Let bin(n) be the binary repre- 
sentation of a natural number n and more generally bk(n) be the k-ary representation. 
Let Bin(o) denote the set of a binary representations of elements of o and, for k>3, 
let &(a) denote the set of a k-ary representations of elements of o. A string CJ 
of integers of length n may be represented as an element of &(w) by the string 
2*bin(o(0))*2*..-*2*bin(o(n-1)). Then in turn if we let a(2)= 11, cr(l)=Ol and 
M(O) = 00, then any string r E B3(0) of length m may be represented in Bin(o) by the 
string a(r(0)) * a(z(1)) *. . . * a(z(m- 1)). The composition of these two representations 
will produce the binary code (c) for a sting (r. 
A tree T over ZCw is a set of finite strings from CC0 which contains the empty 
string 0 and which is closed under initial segments. We say that z E T is an immediate 
.successor f a string o E T if r = a-a for some a E C. Since our alphabets will always 
be countable and effective, we may assume that T C wCw. Such a tree is said to be 
o-branching since each node has potentially a countably infinite number of immediate 
successors. We shall identify T with the set { (r~): C-J E T}. Thus we say that T is 
recursive, r.e., etc. if { (0) : CT E T} is recursive, r.e., etc. 
For a given function g:oCw-+o, a tree TGo Co is said to be g-bounded if for 
every (TEo<~ and every i E co, if rr-i E T, then i <g(o). Thus, for example, if g(a) = 2 
for all 0, then a g-bounded tree is simply a binary tree. T is said to be finite branching 
if T is g-bounded for some g, that is, if each node of T has finitely many immediate 
successors. Observe that this is equivalent to the existence of a bounding function h 
such that a(i) <h(i) for all 0 E T and all i < 101. T is said to be recursively bounded 
(r.b.) if it is g-bounded for some recursive function g. As above, this is equivalent to 
the existence of a recursive bounding function h such that o(i) <h(i) for all CJ E T and 
all i < 1~1. If T is recursive, then this is also equivalent to the existence of a partial 
recursive function f such that, for any CJ E T, o has exactly f(a) immediate successors 
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in T. A recursive tree T is said to be highly recursive if it is also recursively bounded. 
For any tree T, an injinite path through T is a sequence (x(0),x(l), . . .) such that 
x [n E T for all IZ. We let [T] denote the set of infinite paths through T. We will 
say that T C co <w is almost bounded by g : wco + o if there is some k E o such that 
for all (T with 101 >k and for all i, if 0’3 E T, then i<g(a). T is said to be almost 
bounded (a. b.) if it is almost bounded by some g and almost recursively bounded 
(a. r. b. ) if it is almost bounded by some recursive function g. Note that these notions 
are not equivalent to the existence of a (recursive) function h and a finite k such 
that cr(i)<h(i) for all a~ T with lal>k and all k<i<lal, as seen by the following 
example. Define the tree T = {r~ E oCw: (Vi,j< lol)a(i) = o(j)}. Then T is a.r.b. but 
has, for each k and n, strings o E T with a(k) = n. 
A subset P of w” is a II? class if P = [T] for some recursive tree T s coCw. If the 
tree T is g-bounded, we will say that P is g-bounded and similarly for other notions of 
boundedness. For example, this means that P is bounded, if P = [T] for some recursive 
finite-branching tree T. It is possible that there be another tree S which is not finite- 
branching such that P = [S] also (just let S include T together with all paths (i) of 
length 1). We say that P is a strong II: class if there is a tree T recursive in 0’ such 
that P = [T]. 
It is important to note here that we consider a II: set to signify a subset of w and in 
general a II:, Cz or A0 n set is a subset of o with the appropriate form of definability 
in the arithmetical hierarchy (see [lo]). 
We denote by card(d) the cardinality of the set or class A. 
Given two trees S and T contained in o’~, we let S @ T = {rs @ z: rs E S & z E T 
& IZIG loI< IzI + 1). For two II: classes P= [S] and Q= [T], define the amalga- 
mation ofP and Q, P@Q, by P@Q={x@y: XEP & ~EQ}. Then it is clear that 
P @ Q = [S @ T]. More generally, let [a, b] be the standard coding i[(a+b)2 +3a+b] of 
a pair of natural numbers and define the infinite amalgamation gi Si to be those strings 
CJ such that for each i, (o([i,O]),a([i, l]),. . . , a([i,j])) E Si, where j is the maximum 
such that [i,j] < 101. Then [mi Si] is isomorphic to the direct product IIi[Si]. 
We also wish to consider the following notion of disjoint union. Given two trees 
S and T contained in ocw, S @ T = (8) U {O-a: CJ E S} U (1-r: z E T}. For two II: 
classes P = [S] and Q = [T], P CD Q = (0 -x: x~Pu{l-y: ~EQ}. It is easy to see 
that [S $ T] = [S] @ [T]. Clearly S @ T is bounded if and only if both S and T are 
bounded and similarly for the other notions of boundedness. More generally, the 
infinite disjoint union ei Qi may be defined to be {(i) * y: y E Qi} for arbitrary 
classes Qi. 
A node r~ of the tree T C o <w is said to be extendible if there is some x E [T] such 
that 0 4x. The set of extendible nodes of T is denoted by &t(T). Ext(T) may be 
viewed as the minimal tree S such that [S] = [T]. A node o E T is said to be a dead 
end if 0 $! Ext( T), that is, if (T has no infinite extension in [T]. 
We are interested in II: classes in the spaces (0, 1)” (the Cantor space) and ow 
(the Baire space) as well as the real line !J? and the interval [0, 11. The topology on ow 
is determined by a basis of intervals I(o) = {x E ow: 0 4x). Notice that each interval 
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is also a closed set and is therefore said to be clopen. Moreover the clopen subsets of 
the Cantor space are just the finite unions of intervals. 
Let X be one of the four spaces under consideration. The Cantor-Bendixson deriva- 
tive D(P) of a compact subset P of X is the set of nonisolated points of P. Thus, a 
point x E P is not in D(P) if and only if there is some open set U of X containing x 
which contains no other point of P. Equivalently, x $ D(P) if and only if there is some 
closed set U such that U n P = {x}. Another useful observation is that, for any com- 
pact set P, D(P) is empty if and only if P is finite. The iterated Cantor-Bendixson 
derivative Da(P) of a closed set P c X is defined for all ordinals CI by the following 
transfinite induction. Do(P) = P; D”+‘(P) =D(D”(P)) for any a; D’(P) = norciDb(P) 
for any limit ordinal A. The Cantor-Bendixson rank of a countable closed set P is 
the least ordinal CI such that D a+’ P = 0. The (effective) Cantor-Bendixson rank of a ( ) 
point x E X is the least ordinal CL such that, for some II? class P, DE(P) = {x}. 
The real interval may be related to the space (0, 1)” via the binary representation 
of a real r E [0, l] by an infinite binary sequence x E (0, l}w. This is given as usual by 
r, = C 2-‘-‘x(i). 
i 
Then for a finite sequence cr E (0, l}k, define the dyadic rational 
q. = r,-olsj = ,Tk 2~‘-‘a(i). 
‘. 
Then for each a, we write 
bin(q,) = a. 
For a real r = n + qa, we let 
bin(r) = bin(n).a 
We refer the reader to Odifreddi [23] or Soare [25] for the basic definitions of recur- 
sion theory. In particular, let & be the partial recursive functional with index i and let 
& be the computation of & for s steps, so that the function & is uniformly primitive 
recursive. We write &(a)J if (3s)(&,(a)l) and &(a)T if not &(a)& The recursively 
enumerable sets are enumerated as W, = {n: &(n)l}. The recursive functions of type 
two, which take both number and function variables can also be enumerated, as @+. 
Here we write @i(n) to denote the result of computing @ on a number variable n and 
a function variable x. The result of computing @t(n) for s steps is written G&(n) and 
uses only the first s values of x. Given two sets A and B, we write A 6 T B if A is 
Turing reducible to B and we write A ET B if both A < T B and B d T A. We say that A 
is many-one reducible to B, A < ,,, B, if there is a recursive function f such that x E A 
iff f(x) is in B. We say A is one-one reducible to B if there is a one-one recursive 
function f such that xEA iff f(x) is in B. We write A-,,, if Ad,,,B and B<,A and 
A -1 B if A d 1 B and B < 1 A. Given a set W C o, define the jump of W, W’, to be 
{e: @r(e) converges} where we identify W with it’s characteristic function. Let 0 = 0. 
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A set A c cu is said to be an index set if for any a, b, a E A and $a = I& imply that 
b E A. Thus in particular, 0 and o are index sets. Rice’s Theorem states that these are 
the only two recursive index sets. For example, K = {a: a E Wa} is not an index set. 
However all of the following are index sets. 
(i) Kl = {a: W, #0}, 
(ii) Fin = {a: W, is finite}, 
(iii) Znf = {a: W, is infinite}, 
(iv) Cof = {a: W, is cofinite}, 
(v) Coinf = {a: W, is coinfinite}, 
(vi) Ret = {a: W, is a recursive set}, 
(vii) Tot = {a: q& is total}, 
(viii) Ext = {a: 4a . IS extendible to a total recursive function}, 
(ix) Camp= {e: W, SK}, 
(x) U: = {a: (3x E w”)(Vn) (x [n) @ F$$}. 
We are particularly interested in the complexity of such index sets. Recall that a 
subset A of o is said to be X:-complete (respectively, II:-complete) if A is CF 
(respectively, II:) and if any Cr (respectively, IIt) set B is many-one reducible 
to A. Following Soare [25, p. 661, we define (Cr,IIr)<,(B, C) for a disjoint pair 
of sets B and C if for some C; complete set A, there is a recursive function f such 
that, for any a, aEA ti f(a)EB and a$!A H f(a)EC. If B is Cz, C is II: and 
(Cr, IIf) 6, (B, C), then we will say that the pair (B, C) is (Et, IIf) complete. For 
example, let Fin = {e: W, is finite} and let Znf = {a: W, is infinite}. Then (Fin,Znf) is 
(Et, II!) complete. 
The index sets described above all turn out to be complete for some level of the 
arithmetical hierarchy. Here is a brief list of such complexity results, most taken from 
Soare [25], where the reader can find a further discussion of index sets. The last result 
can be found in [ 10, p. 841. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) K and K1 are X:-complete sets. 
(ii) Fin is a Xi-complete set. 
(iii) Znf and Tot are II!$complete sets. 
(iv) Cof Ext and Ret are Xi-complete sets. 
(v) Coinf is a II!-complete set. 
(vi) Comp is a Xi-complete set. 
(vii) Uii is a Ct-complete set. 
3. Results on index sets for II: classes 
In this section, we shall state a number of results on index sets for II:-classes. Proofs 
of these results can be found in [5,6]. 
To define our index sets for II: classes we shall use an indexing based on primitive 
recursive trees. Let no, rci, . . . be an effective enumeration of the primitive recursive 
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functions from o to (0, 1) and let 
s, = (0) u {a: (V’z< a)n,((z))= 1). 
It is clear that each S, is a primitive recursive tree. Observe also that if {a: z(a) = 1) 
is a primitive recursive tree, then S, will be that tree. Thus every primitive recursive 
tree occurs in our enumeration So, Si, . . . . We now let P, = [S,] be the eth II: class. 
It follows from our next lemma that every II: class occurs in the enumeration P,. In 
this enumeration, we have a II: class P, for every e with no additional complexity. 
One of the alternative approaches would have P, equal to the class of paths through 
the tree with characteristic function &, when C#J~ is total and actually defines a tree. In 
that alternative, we have the drawbacks that not every P, exists and that the set of e 
for which P, exists is a I$’ complete set. This obscures the complexity of some of 
our index sets. For example, we see in Theorem 3.3 that the index set of nonempty 
g-bounded classes is II: complete in our presentation, but no such result is possible in 
the alternative presentation. 
For a proof of the next lemma and also of Lemma 3.12 below, see [26] or [6]. 
Lemma 3.1. For any class PC w”’ and any z E cow, the following are equivalent: 
(i) P = [T] for some tree T & oCo recursive in z. 
(ii) P = [T] for some tree T primitive recursive in z. 
(iii) P = {x: (Vn)R(n,x)}, f or some relation R recursive in z. 
(iv) P = [T] for some tree T G oCw which is II: in z. 
There are a number of natural properties of II; classes whose index sets we shall 
classify. We will consider whether a II(: class is nonempty and, if it is nonempty, 
whether it has a recursive element (or has an element of some given complexity). 
That is, we shall determine the complexity of the set of indices for nonempty II: 
classes and the set of indices of II: classes which have a recursive member. More 
generally, we consider index sets for various cardinality properties, e.g. whether a II: 
class has exactly k elements, is finite or is countable. We also consider recursive cardi- 
nality properties, such as having exactly k recursive members or having infinitely many 
recursive members. Other properties studied include measure-theoretic and topological 
properties, such as being meager or being co-meager, having measure <r or or for 
a fixed real Y. 
For any property R of trees, let 1,(a) be the set of indices e such that S, has the 
property 9. Thus for example, Ip(bounded) = {e: S, is bounded}. 
Our first results will deal with index sets for various notions of boundedness. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) For any recursive 932, Ip(g-bounded) is II: complete. 
(ii) For any recursive 922, Ip(almost g-bounded) is Ci complete. 
(iii) Zp(recursively bounded) is Ci complete. 
(iv) Ip(almost recursively bounded) is C!j complete. 
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(v) Zp( bounded) is Kj complete. 
(vi) Ip(almost bounded) is Ci complete. 
A subset A of w is said to be 0: if it is the difference of two Cr sets. For the 
remaining theorems, we will omit the results from [5] on almost bounded classes. 
Theorem 3.3. (i) For any recursive g >2, Ip(g-bounded nonempty) is YKIy complete 
and Ip(g-bounded empty) is 0: complete. Furthermore, (ny, Cy) < (Ip(g-bounded 
nonempty), Ip(g-bounded empty)). 
(ii) Zp(r.b. nonempty) is Ci complete and Ip(r.b. empty) is Ci complete. 
(iii) Ip(bounded nonempty) is nt complete and Ip(bounded empty) is Ci complete. 
(iv) (Ip(nonempty), Zp(empty)) is (Et,rI!) complete. 
One could also consider the property of inclusion between two classes P, and Pt,, 
that is, P, cPJ,. In the study of o-languages, this is known as the verijcation problem. 
For unbounded II: classes, {[a, b]: I$ c &} was shown to be IIt complete by Klarlund 
[13]. For g-bounded classes, this index set was shown to be II; complete by Staiger 
v71. 
For any cardinal number c and any property 9 of trees, let Ip(9 <c) = {e E Ip(B): 
card(P,) CC} and similarly define Ip(9 = c) and Zp(9 > c). 
Theorem 3.4. (i) For any positive integer c and any recursive function 922, 
(Zp(g-bounded>c),Zp(g-bounded<c)) is (C;,Hi) complete, Ip(g-bounded=c + 1) is 
0: complete, and Ip(g-bounded= 1) is Hi complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, Zp(r.b. > c), Zp(r.b. <c) and Ip(r.b. = c) are all Ci 
complete. 
(iii) For any positive integer c, Ip(bounded<c) and Ip(bounded= 1) are both @j 
complete, and Ip(bounded>c) and Ip(bounded= c + 1) are both 0: complete. 
(iv) For any positive integer c, (Ip( > c),Zp( GC)) is (Et, nt) complete and Ip( = c) 
is IIt complete. 
There are five types of index sets related to finite, countable and uncountable classes 
of type 9% (1) Ip(9?<<No) (finite), (2) ZP(~~HO) (infinite), (3) ZP(~<NO) (countable), 
(4) ~~(99 = No) (countably infinite), and (5) Ip(9 > NO) (uncountable). 
Theorem 3.5. (i) For any recursive function g 3 2, (Ip(g-bounded2 No),Ip(g-bounded 
<No)) is (Hi, Ci) complete. 
(ii) Ip(r.b. >No) is 0: complete and Ip(r.b. <No) is Ci complete. 
(iii) Ip(bounded>No) is ni complete and Ip(bounded<No) is Ci complete. 
(iv) (ZP( aNo),Zp( <No)) is (.Xt,nt) complete. 
Theorem 3.6. Let .@ be any one of the seven notions of boundedness from 
Theorem 3.2 (including unbounded). Then (Zp(B > No),Ip(B < NO)) is (Cl, II; ) com- 
plete and Zp(9 = No) is ni complete. 
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Next, we classify the various index sets of classes with a given cardinality condition 
on its set of computable elements. The computable cardinality of a class P is the 
cardinality of the set of computable members of P. Also, we say that P is computably 
nonempty if it has a computable member and computably empty otherwise. 
Theorem 3.7. (i) For any recursive 922, (Ip(g-bounded camp. nonempty),Zp(g- 
bounded camp. empty)) is (C~,ll~) complete, and Ip(g-bounded nonempty, camp. 
empty) is IXj complete. 
(ii) Ip(r.b. camp. nonempty) is Ci complete and Ip(r.b. camp. empty) and Zp(r.b. 
nonempty, camp. empty) are 0: complete. 
(iii) Ip(bounded camp. nonempty) is 0: complete; Ip(bounded camp. empty) and 
Ip(bounded nonempty, camp. empty) are rIi complete. 
(iv) Ip(comp. nonempty) is Ci complete, Ip(comp. empty) is ni complete, and 
Ip(nonempty, camp. empty) is Et complete. 
Theorem 3.8. Let c be a positive integer. 
(i) For any recursive g >2, (Ip(g-bounded camp. >c), Ip(g-bounded camp. Gc)) is 
(Xi, rIi> complete and Zp(g-bounded camp. = c) is Dfj’ complete 
(ii) Zp(r.b. camp. >c) is Ci complete and Zp(r.b. camp. Gc) and Zp(r.b. camp. = c) 
are 0: complete. 
(iii) Ip(bounded camp. 6~) is @ complete and Ip(bounded camp. >c) and 
Ip(bounded camp. = c) are Dt complete. 
(iv) (Zp(comp. >c),Zp(comp. <c)) is (C’&IYI~) complete and Ip(comp. =c) is Df 
complete. 
Theorem 3.9. Let .B? be any one of the seven notions of boundedness. Then (Zp(B 
camp. < N0),Zp(93 camp. = No)) is (Ci,IIt) complete. 
Next we consider the problem of whether a II: class has a Ai member, that is, a 
member recursive in 0’. The case of recursively bounded classes is omitted, since a 
r.b. rIy class has a member recursive in 0’ if and only if it is nonempty. 
Theorem 3.10. (i) (Ip(Ai nonempty), Ip(At empty)) is (C$Hi) complete and 
Ip(nonempty, Ai empty) is Ct complete. 
(ii) Ip(bounded Ai nonempty) is Ct complete and Ip(bounded Ai empty) and 
Ip(bounded nonempty, Ai empty) are ni complete. 
There is an important distinction between trees with dead ends and trees with no 
dead ends. Clearly any tree which is bounded and infinite and has no dead ends must 
have a computable path; in particular, the leftmost path and the rightmost path are both 
computable. Such trees appear for example as the representation of the family of prime 
ideals of a Boolean algebra (see [5,6]). The indexed class [S,] is said to be decidable 
if S, has no dead ends and hence, for all 0 E S,, P, n I(o) # 0. For any property 92 of 
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II; classes, let 
Ip(S?, dec.) =Ij”“)w (B) n {e: S, has no dead ends}. 
The following results (Theorems 3.11-3.19) are taken from [5]. 
Theorem 3.11. (i) Ip(dec.),lp(empfy, dec.),Ip(nonempty, dec.), and Ip(= 1, dec.) are 
all n(: complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, Ip( dc, dec.) is Hy complete and Zp( >c, dec.) and 
Ip(= c + 1, dec.) are both Df complete. 
(iii) 1p( =Ns, dec.) is rI; complete, (Zp(>No, dec.),Ip(<No, dec.)) is (E~,II~) 
complete, and (Ip( <No, dec.),Ip( ~NO, dec.)) is (C~,I$) complete. 
P is said to be a strong rIi chzss if there is a II: tree T such that P = [T]. It follows 
from the usual contraction of quantifiers that a strong IIt class is in fact a II: class. 
For strong II: classes there is one addition to Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.12. For any class PC cow and any natural number n, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) P is a strong IZ,O+l class; 
(ii) P = [T] for some tree T C oCw recursive in O(“); 
(iii) P = [T] for some tree T C wCw which is Ct. 
Many of the results above have parallels for strong II: classes. The enumeration of 
the strong II; classes is given by Pz,~ = [S4, where 
S2+ = (0: (Vr < 0)r E We}. 
For any property 9 of a tree or class, let Is(W) be the set of indices e such that 
& has property 6%. We will say that a tree U is highZy bounded if it is recursive in 
0’ and also bounded by a function recursive in 0’. 
Theorem 3.13. (i) For any recursive g>2, Is(g-bounded) is IYIy complete. 
(ii) Zs(r.b.) is C!j’ complete. 
(iii) Is(bounded) is ni complete. 
(iv) For any g 22 which is recursive in 0’, Is(g-bounded) is @ complete. 
(v) Zs(highZy bounded) is Ci complete. 
Theorem 3.14. (i) For any recursive 932, (Zs(g-bounded empty),Zs(g-bounded 
nonempty)) is (C!j, Q) complete. 
(ii) Is(r.b. nonempty) is Cf complete and Zs(r.b. empty) is Ci complete. 
(iii) Is(bounded nonempty) is rIi complete and Is(bounded empty) is Ci complete. 
(iv) (Zs(nonempty), Zs(empty)) is (C!, IIt) complete. 
(v) For any Ai 922, (Is(g-bounded empty),Is(g-bounded nonempty)) is (C:, n!) 
complete. 
(vi) Is(highly bounded nonempty) is Ci complete and Is(highly bounded empty) is 
Ci complete. 
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Theorem 3.15. (i) For any recursive gB2, (Zs(g-bounded camp. nonempty), Zs(g- 
bounded camp. empty)) is (C~,@) complete and Is(g-bounded nonempty, camp. 
empty) is Q complete. 
(ii) Zs(r.b. camp. nonempty) is Ci complete; Is(r.b. camp. empty) and Is(r.b. 
nonempty, camp. empty) are 0: complete. 
(iii) Is(bounded camp. nonempty) is Di complete; Is(bounded camp. empty) and 
Is(bounded nonempty, camp. empty) are IX! complete. 
(iv) (Is(comp. nonempty), Is(comp. empty)) is (Ei,ni) complete and Is(non- 
empty, camp. empty) is Et complete. 
(v) For any 922 and recursive in 0’, (Is(g-bounded camp. nonempty), Zs(g- 
bounded camp. empty)) is (Ci,Hi) complete and Is(g-bounded nonempty, camp. 
empty) is @ complete. 
(vi) Is(h.b. camp. nonempty), Zs(h.b. camp. empty) and Is(h.b. nonempty, camp. 
empty) are all Ci complete. 
We note that all the index set results for the properties IS(~) where 3 is one of 
the properties ( > c), ( > c), ( = c), ( cc), ( d c) or (camp. > c), (camp. > c), (camp. = c), 
(comp.<c),(comp.<c) are identical to the index set results for Zp(~2) since the com- 
plexity of those index results are high enough to incorporate the additional complexity 
of using r.e. trees as opposed to primitive recursive trees. 
Theorem 3.16. (i) Let B? be any of the notions ofboundedness (a)-(c) and(e) from 
Theorem 3.15. Then (Is(S? Ai nonempty),Is(W Ai empty)) is (Ci,IIi) complete and 
Zs(9 nonempty, Ai empty) is ni complete. 
(ii) Is(h.b.A: nonempty) is Ci complete, and Zs(h.b. A$ empty) and Zs(h.6. 
nonempty, A!j empty) are 0: complete. 
(iii) (Zs(Ai nonempty), Zs(comp.empty)) is (Ci,Ht) complete and Is(nonempty, 
A!j’ empty) is El complete. 
Recall that a nonempty closed set C is perfect if every element of C is a limit point 
of C, that is, if D(C) = C. 
Theorem 3.17. (i) For any recursive function g>2, Ir(g-bounded perfect) is TIi com- 
plete. 
(ii) Ir(r.b. perfect) is D!j complete. 
(iii) Ip(bounded perfect) is II: complete. 
(iv) Zp(perfect) is Et complete. 
Recall that a set is meager if its the countable union of nowhere dense sets. It 
follows from the Baire Category Theorem that in any of the spaces (0, l}“, ow and 
332, a closed set P is meager if and only if it contains no open interval. 
Theorem 3.18. Ip(meager) and Zp(meager in{O, l}w) are both rIi complete. 
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We need to briefly discuss recursive versions of rational and real numbers. The 
set 9 of rational numbers is countable and may clearly be viewed as a recursive set 
equipped with a recursive ordering and recursive operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. We will identify a real number r with its Dedekind cut 
L(r) = {q E 9: qdr}. The real Y is thus said to be recursive, (or Cy, and so on) if the 
set L(r) is recursive (or Cy, and so on). It is easy to see that r is Cy if and only if Y 
is the limit of an increasing recursive sequence qi of rationals and that r is II: if and 
only if r is the limit of a decreasing recursive sequence qi of rationals. In either case, 
the sequence of rationals may be taken to be dyadic, that is, fractions with denominator 
a power of 2. Thus if we let rA = CitA 2-‘-l, then r~ is Cy (respectively, II:) if and 
only if A is Cy (respectively, II:). 
Let 3. be the standard product measure on (0, 1)“’ which gives ~(Z(O)) = 2-1m1. 
Here for each cr~~<~, Z(o)={x~w”: g 4x}. We observe that there is a recur- 
sive function f such that for each dyadic rational q, A(l’fcs)) =q, defined by Pf(y) = 
U {G(n)>: 0) = 11, w h ere we identify q with its dyadic expansion q = xi q(i)2-‘-’ 
and a similar function can be defined to give a class P,(,) with binary measure q 
by Pm(gj=U{Z((Onl)): q(n)= 1). Let Zp(measuredr)={e: l(P,n{O, 1}W)6r} and 
similarly for equality and the other inequalities. 
Theorem 3.19. (i) For any Cy real r E (0, 11, (Zp(measure < r),Zp(measure 3 r)) is (Cy, 
II:) complete (so that Zp(measure = 1) is II: complete) and, if r is not recursive, 
then Zp(measure<r) is C(l complete. 
(ii) For any II: real r<l, (Zp(measure>r),Zp(measure <r>> is (E~,II~) com- 
plete and Zp(measure = r) is II; complete; if r is IIy) complete, then (Zp(measure < r), 
Zp(measure 3 r)) is (C;, II;) complete. 
4. Index sets for II: classes in analysis 
A uniform method of enumerating the II; classes in each of our spaces X can be 
given using the definition of a II: class as the complement of an effective union of 
open sets. Thus we first effectively enumerate a basis UO, Ui, . . . for the space X and 
then define 
where as usual W, is the eth r.e. set, that is, the domain of the eth partial recursive 
function C& from w to w. 
For the space X = (0, l}w, we have a basis of sets of the form 
Z(G) = {x: (T 4 x}, 
where g E (0, I}<,. The finite sequences rr E (0, l}i”J may be enumerated as 8,(O), 
(1) . . . , so that in general bin(n + 1) = l-a,. Then we simply let U, = Z(a,). 
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For the space [0, 11, there is a basis of open intervals (q,r) where q<r are rational% 
as well as the half-open intervals [0, Y) and (q, 11. Let qo, 41,. . . enumerate the rationals 
in [O,l]. Then we may define U,,[O,JI for n = (i,j) to be (qi,qi) if q; <qi, to be [O,qi) 
if qj = 0 <q;, to be (qj, l] if qi = 1 >qj and to be (0,l) otherwise. 
For the space $3, there is a basis of rational intervals and, for convenience, we will 
also include infinite open intervals. Thus if qb, q/1,. . enumerates the rationals, then we 
define U,,a for n=(i,j) to be (qi,qi) if qi<qj, to be (-m,qi) if qj=O<qi, to be 
(qj,m) if qi = 1 >qj and to be (-DC+ CXJ) otherwise. 
Since we occasionally wish to omit the superscript X and just refer to P,, we will 
henceforth refer to the enumeration given in Section three as [SO], [St], . . . rather than 
P&P ,,... . These enumerations are equivalent in the following sense. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) There is a primitive recursive function C#I such that, .for each e, 
P,,{O.l}“’ = L&,1. 
(ii) There is a primitive recursive function rl/ such that, for each e, [S,] = P$,,,{o,,),(,. 
Proof. (i) By the Kleene Normal Form Theorem, there is a primitive recursive predi- 
cate T such that 
no W, M (li)T(e,n,i). 
Now use the s-m-n Theorem to define the primitive recursive function 4 : o + { 0, 1 } 
such that 
~~(~,((a))=0 H (Lli,m<jol)(o,+o & T(e,m,i)). 
We shall show that P,,{o,l)- = [Sbce,]. 
Suppose first that x $! P,,{o,~)-. Then there is some m E W, such that x E I(a,), that is, 
CS,,, 4 x. Now, for some i, T(e, n, i). Take an extension CJ, -XX of (T, such that i, m < Io,I. 
Then r~,(~)( (on)) = 0 by the definition above. It follows that x 4 [S,]. 
Suppose next that x $ [S4ce)]. Then there is some initial segment (T, +x such that 
IQ(,)(o,) = 0. Thus T(e,m,i) holds for some i,m <n with cm 3 G,,. It follows that 
m E W, and that x E Z(a,), so that x $! P,,{o,l)C,,. 
(ii) Use the s-m-n Theorem to define $ so that 
It is easy to check that P~C,x{o,l)Cj, = [S,]. 0 
For any property 9?! of subsets of X, we can form the index set 
I($ X) = {e: P,J has property 9’). 
The particular properties we will want to consider include the following. 
1. The property of having cardinality less than, equal to, or greater than c (abbreviated 
CC, =c and >c and also <c and 2~). 
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2. The property of having the set of computable elements in the class having cardinality 
less than, equal to, or greater than c (abbreviated by camp. cc, camp. =c and 
camp. >c and also camp. <c and camp. >c). 
3. The property of being meager. 
4. The property of having measure less than, equal to, or greater than r. 
5. The property of being perfect. 
We note that Theorem 4.1 allows us to immediately transfer all the index set results 
for g-bounded LILY-sets for recursive g to index set results on I($ (0, l}w) for all the 
properties above. This fact will form the basis of many of results in this section. We 
can give a similar enumeration of II: classes for subsets of [0, l] or of 8 by taking 
Qe,x =X\ UnES,Un, where S, is the eth primitive recursive set. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be either [0, l] or $2. Then 
(i) There is a primitive recursive function 4 such that, for each e, Qe,x = P@(,),x. 
(ii) There is a primitive recursive function $ such that, for each e, P,,x = Q$c~J,,. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to define I#I with Qe =P$,(ej where W&,1 = S, since S, is uniformly 
recursive. 
(ii) Let U,,, = U { &: n E F&} and let 
nESti @ 3Sd 
1 
diam( U, ) (Clx(u,) c 4,). 
Here for any set A and space X, Clx(A) denotes the closure of A in X. Suppose now 
that x$ Qe,,. Then x E U, for some n E S$ce,. By definition, Clx(U,) c U,,, for some s, 
so that CZx( U,) fl P,,x = 0, which implies that x $6 P,,x. Next suppose that x 4 P,,x. Then 
there exist n and s such that x E U, and n E W,,,. Take a subinterval U, such that x E U,,,, 
Clx( U,) c U, and diam( U,,,) < l/s. It follows that m E S$,,,, so that Qe,X n U, = 0 and 
therefore x $ Qe,x. 0 
Recall that the indexed class [S,] was said to be decidable if S, had no dead ends 
and hence, for all cr E S,, P, I- I(a) # 0. For the interval approach, this means that n E S, 
implies that U, n P, # 0. Since each interval Z(o) in (0, l}w is both open and closed, 
this is equivalent to Cl{O,l)~lJ(U,) n P,,{0,lj- f0. For the real spaces, we will use this 
as our definition of decidability. That is, P,,x is decidable iff for all n, n$ W, implies 
CZX( U,) n P,,x # 0. For the real line, we also add the condition that n 4 W, for any 
infinite interval U,. Let Z(dec.;X) be the set of indices of decidable II: classes in X. 
For any property 9 of subsets of the space X, let 
Z(92,dec.;X)=Z(92;X)nZ(dec.;X). 
Next we shall present some index set results for the space X = [0, 11. We can transfer 
many of the results of Section 3 by considering the relationship between the indexing 
of II: classes in the space [0, l] and the indexing for II? classes in (0, l}w. The class 
P,,[o,JI is defined as above. Representation of classes in [0, l] by classes in (0, 1)” was 
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considered in [6]. A subset P of (0, l} w is said to represent a subset of [0, l] if and 
only if, for all x, y E (0, 1)” such that r, = rY, we have x E P if and only if y E P. In 
this case, P represents {rX: x E P}. For example, for any CJ E { 0, 1 } <W of length n, the 
members of Z(o) represent the members of the real closed interval [qfl,qo + 2-7. Let 
9 denote the set of dyadic rationals in [0, 11. 
Lemma 4.3. (i)The following are equivalent for any subset Q of [0, 11. 
(1) Q is a II? class, 
(2) Q is closed and { (p,r) E 9*: Qfl [p,r] = 0) is an r.e. set, 
(3) Q is represented by a II: class PC (0, l}w. 
(ii) Q may be represented by a recursive binary tree with no dead ends if and 
onZy if{(p,r)EL@*: p<r & Qn[p,r]=0} is recursive. 
Proof. (i) Suppose first that Q is a II: class and let 
[O,ll\Q=U(an,b,)UUIO,c,)UU(d,,ll, n n n 
where ao,bo,co,do,al,bl,cl,dl,... is an r.e. sequence of dyadic rationals. Then 
Qnb,rl=0 @ @nNp,rlC U (a,,b,)U U [O,c,)u U (&,ll *<II m<n m<n 
so that {(p, r) E LB*: Q n [p, r] = 0) is an r.e. set. 
Suppose next that A = {(p, r): Q n [p, r] = 0) is an r.e. set. Then Q is a II; class 
since 
Furthermore, Q is represented by [T] where the II: tree T is defined as follows. Given 
cr of length n, let 
o E T @ ]qo,qa + 27 $L U {(p,r): (p,r) ~0. 
Here we replace q + 27 with 1 if q = 1. 
Finally, suppose that Q = { r,: x E P} for some II: class P = [T] C (0, l}“. Then for 
any 0, 
Qn[qc,qc+2-“I=0 w o$!Ext(T). 
Since any dyadic interval [p,r] may be decomposed into a finite union of intervals of 
the form [qd,qd + 23, it follows that { (p,r): Q n [p,r] = 0) is an r.e. set. 
(ii) This follows from the observation that, if Q is represented by [T], then 
cr~Ext(T) ti Qn[qa,qg +2+‘]#0. q 
It is important to note that the representation of Lemma 4.3 is not in general a homeo- 
morphism, since any dyadic rational d > 0 has two representations. Thus problems of 
cardinality, for example, do not immediately translate between the two classes. If a 
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subset of [0, l] contains no dyadic rationals, then the representation is a homeomorphic 
COPY. 
On the other hand, of course, (0, 1 }” is recursively homeomorphic to the classic 
Cantor subset of the interval, so that it is possible to represent any II: subclass of 
(0, l>" by a homeomorphic copy in [0, I]. 
Lemma 4.4. (i) There is a primitive recursive junction 4 such that, for any e, the 
II: class P,,{o,J),,, &{O, l}w is recursively homeomorphic to the II: class P~(,J,[o,J). 
Furthermore, the Lebesgue measure ~(P~(,,,[oJ)) is i of the Lebesgue measure 
~(P,,{O,l}~‘J ). 
(ii) There is a similar function $ such that [S,] is homeomorphic to QtiCe),[o,l] and 
such that [S,] is decidable if and only if Q*(e),[~,~~ is decidable. 
Proof. We recursively define an embedding of (0, I}” into a Cantor-like fIy sub- 
set of [0, l] by defining a binary tree Q = {Q(cr): u E (0, 1)“) of closed intervals un- 
der inclusion. Q will be defined so that, for each n, Qn = U,,, =n Q(c) has measure 
(3” + 1)/2 .3”. Thus the II: class K = f’ ,,Qn will have measure i. Let Q(8) = [0, 11, let 
Q((O))= [0, i] and Q((l))=[f, I]. For 1~1 =n, the intervals Q(rr-0) and Q(o-1) are 
obtained from Q(a) by omitting the (open) middle 2/(3”+’ + 3) of Q(cr) and taking the 
remaining left and right subintervals of Q(cr). Thus for example, Q((O0)) = [0, $1 and 
Q((Ol))=[$,f] are obtained from Q<(O)) by removing the middle i from Q<(O)). 
If we let W, = {n: U,, fl K = 8}, then W, is an r.e. set since U,, f~ K = Q) if and only if 
U,, f’ Qi = 8 for some i. Thus K = P,, LO,] 1, where W = W,. 
The homeomorphism between K and (0, 1}(0 is defined as follows. For any 
x E (0, l}“, p(x) is the unique element of n n Q(x[n). More generally, we may de- 
fine a primitive recursive function f so that, for each 0, Q(a) fl K = PfCrix{o,I)C~,. Now 
for any tree T C { 0, 1 } <*j and its corresponding closed subset P = [T], we can define 
a corresponding subtree T* of Q to be {Q(g): c E T} and a corresponding closed set 
P* C [0, l] homeomorphic to P, by P* = n n P,*, where P,* =lJ{Q(o): lo1 = n & o E T}. 
To make this effective, let 
Then for an arbitrary LI(l class P,,{o,,),,J C (0, l}“, P~(,,,[o,JI will be the class P,* described 
above. 
For part (ii), we do the same construction based on the primitive computable tree S,. 
0 
The reduction of Lemma 4.4 can be used to compute the complexity of various 
index sets of TIy classes in [0, l] using the results stated in Section 3 for TI(: classes 
in (0, 1)“. 
Theorem 4.5. Let I(%?) be I($ [0, 11). Then 
(i) (I(empty),Z(nonempty)) is (Cy, II:)-complete. 
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(ii) For any positive integer c, (Z(>c),Z(<c)) is (Ci,II;) complete, Z(=c + 1) is 0; 
complete, and I(= 1) is II: complete. 
(iii) (I(> No), I(< No)) is (II!, Ci) complete. 
(iv) (Z(>No), Z(<No)) is (.E~,H~) complete and Z(=No) is III; complete. 
Proof. For this proof, Z(W) will mean Z(W; [0, l]), P, will mean P,,[o,II and U, will 
similarly denote U,,[s,il. First, we show the improved completeness result of (i) by 
defining a recursive function f such that, for any e, W, is empty if and only if F’fcC, 
is nonempty. The result then follows from Theorem 2.1. To define Pfce), simply leave 
W, empty until some element comes into W, at stage s and then put each n >s into 
Wfcej at stage 12 + 1. 
In parts (ii) and (iii), the corresponding result from Section 3 together with 
Lemma 4.4 provides the completeness. For example, to show that I( = 1; [0, 11) is 
II: complete, let A be an arbitrary II! subset of w. Then by Theorem 3.3, there is a 
computable function + such that, for all a, a EA ($ $(a) E Z{“~‘l”‘( = 1). Then using 
the primitive computable function 4 from Lemma 4.3, we have 
UEA @ ~($(u))EZ(=l;[O,l]). 
It remains to verify that each class in fact has a definition of the indicated complexity. 
First, by compactness, P, is empty if and only if, for some S, lJ { Un: n E W,,,} = 
[0, 11. This shows that Z(empty) is Cy and that Z(nonempty) is II:. 
Next, curd(P,) d 1 if and only if, for any rationals q <r, either P, n [O,q] is empty 
or P, n [r, l] is empty. Note that there is a computable function f such that, for any 
e and any n, P,-U, =P~c~,~). Thus I( d 1) is II; since for example, P, n [r, 11 = 0 iff 
QCe,n) = 0 where U, = [0, ) r and P~c=,~) = 0 is Cy by (i). More generally, curd(P,) <c if 
and only if, for any rationals qo <ql < . . . < qc, at least one of P, n P, q0l,P, n ho,41 I, 
. . . , P, f? [qC, l] is empty. This gives part (ii). 
Part (iii) now follows from the uniformity of part (ii), since P, is infinite if and 
only if curd(PC) >c for all c. 0 
Here is the decidable version of the preceding theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let Z(B) be Z(W; [0, 11). 
(i) Z(dec.), Z(empty, dec.), Z(nonempty, dec.), and I( = 1, dec. ) are all II: complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, I( dc, dec.) is II(: complete and I( > c, dec. ) and 
I(= c + 1, dec.) are both 07 complete. 
(iii) I( =No,dec.) is IIt complete, (I( >No,dec.), I( <No,dec.)) is (E~,II~) complete, 
und (Z(<No,dec.),Z(>No,dec.)) is (C&II;) complete. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.11 together with Lemma 4.4. We just show that 
the class Z(dec.) is itself II:. The basic definition of decidability means that P, is 
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decidable if and only if, for every n, n$ W, implies that, for all s, 
Next we consider the computable cardinality of II;-classes. Let Z(comp. = c; X) de- 
note the set of indices e such that P,,J has exactly c computable elements and similarly 
for other notions of cardinality. 
Theorem 4.7. Let I(.%!) be I(%!‘; [0, 11). Then 
(i) (Z(comp. nonempty), Z(comp. empty)) is (C&II!) complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (Z(comp. > c), Z(comp. Gc)) is (Xi, II:) complete, and 
Z(comp. = c) is 0: complete. 
(iii) (Z(comp. <No), Z(comp. = No)) is (Ei,IIi) complete. 
Proof. In each case, the corresponding result from Section 3 together with Lemma 4.4 
provides the completeness. 
To establish the upper bounds on complexity, we need an indexing of the computable 
reals corresponding to the usual enumeration & of the partial computable functions. 
A real Y will be computable provided that there is some (total) computable function 
& such that r = xi 2-‘-‘&(i). Note here that Tot = {e: C#I~ is total} is II: complete. 
Furthermore, if &, and &, are both total and represent r, and rb, then 
r, <rb @ (3n)x 2-‘-‘(C$b(i) - &(i))>2-“. 
i<n 
Thus {(a,b): r,#rb} IS a relative Cy subset of the set of pairs from Tot. In particular, 
it easily follows that for any dyadic rationals p and q, {u: r, E (p, q)} is a (uniformly) 
relative Cy subset of Tot and {u: r,E[p,q]} is a (uniformly) relative II: subset of Tot. 
Now P, has a computable member if and only if there exists some a E Tot such that, 
for all n E W,, r, 4 U,, which is a Ci characterization. Similarly, P, has > c computable 
members if there exist aa,. . . , a, E Tot such that, for all i < j < c + 1, r,, # ra, and, for 
all i CC + 1, ri E P,. The complexity for infinite computable cardinality follows as in 
Theorem 4.5. 0 
We note that the analogue of strong II; classes in X = {0,1}8 or X = [0, l] is easily 
defined. That is, P is a strong II! class in X iff P =SP,,x = X- lJ{ Un: n E &K} 
for some e where K = {x E w: &(x)J}. That is, a strong II; class is the complement 
of the union of sets of intervals which are r.e. in 0’. It is easy to see that in light 
of the characterizations of strong II; classes given in Lemma 3.3, one can relativize 
the results of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 using a 0’ oracle to 
get analogues of these results for strong II: classes. Then we can use the results in 
Theorems 3.13-3.15 to prove the following results. 
Let SZ(R;X) = {e: SPe,x has property B}. 
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Theorem 4.8. Let SI(9) be SI(W; [0, 11). Then 
(i) SI(empty) is C!j’-complete and SI(nonempty) is $-complete. 
(ii) SI(comp. empty) is IX!-complete and SI(comp. nonempty) is Ci-complete. 
(iii) (SI( 3 No), SI( <No)) is @, Ci) complete. 
Next we consider the measure of a lly class. For P 2 (0, l}“, we use the standard 
measure given by Il(I(a)) = 2-161 and for P C [0, 11, we use the standard measure given 
by ;l((p,r)) = r-p. Thus in either setting, we can uniformly compute the (increasing) 
sequence me,s of measures of U { Un: n E W,,,} and take the measure of P, to be 
1- lim, m,,Y. It follows that, { (e,q) E o x 9: A(P,) >q} is Ily since 
A(P,)>q ti (Vs)me,,dl -4. 
This also means that for any Ily class P, the measure of P is a IT: real, that is, 
{q E 9: q < A(P)} is a Ily set. 
The complexity of various measure properties for classes in (0, l}w was computed 
in [5], see Theorem 3.16. We will apply those results to derive similar index set results 
for measure properties in [0, 11. More details will be given below in Theorem 4.15. 
Theorem 4.9. Let I(9) be I(%‘; [0, 11). Then 
(i) For any Cy) real r E (0, 11, (I(measure<r), I(measure>r)) is (Cy, IJY) complete 
(so that I(measure 1) is II: complete). 
(ii) For any rIy real r < 1, (I(measure>r), I(measuredr)) is (Xi, II!) complete and 
I(measure=r) is n!j complete. If r is n(: complete, then (I(measure <r), 
I(measure > r)) is (Xi, rIi) complete. 
Proof. The upper bounds on the complexity follow from the characterization given 
above of I(measure 2 q). We have first that, for any dyadic rational q, I(measure 3 q) 
is Ily, so that I(measure<q) is Cy. Next, 
e E I(measure > q) H (3 q’ > q)e E I(measure 2 q’), 
so that I(measure >q) is Ci and therefore I(measure Gq) is Hi. Now for any Cy real 
r, we have 
e E I(measure 2 r) H (Vq)(q < r 4 e E I(measure > q), 
so that I(measure >r) is Il(: and I(measure <r) is Cy. Similarly, 
e EI(measure>r) @ (3q)(q>r & e EI(measure>q), 
so that I(measure>r) is C; and I(measure<r) is Hi. Similar arguments show that 
for a lly real r, I(measure >r) and I(measure Gr) are Hi and I(measure <r) and 
I(measure>r) are Ci. 
In each case I(measure=r) is Hi. 
As usual, the completeness follows from Lemma 4.4 and the corresponding com- 
pleteness in Theorem 3.16. However, we will sketch a direct proof of some of the 
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results in preparation for Theorem 4.15 below. First, let q <q’ be any two rationals 
in [0, 11. We will first show that for any Cy set A, there is a reduction of (A,o\A) 
to (Z(measure =q), Z(measure=q’)). Define the computable function f so that W$cUj 
always contains a code for the interval (q’, l] and also contains a code for the interval 
(q, l] if A is nonempty. That is, we put the code for (q, l] into Qa, at stage s when 
the first element comes into A at stage s. (If q’ = 1, we omit the code for (q’, 11.) 
Part (i) follows for r by choosing q < r and q’ >r. 
Next we show that for any II: real r E [0, l), (Z(measure = r), Z(measure>r)) is 
(II;, C;) complete. We use the known result that (Inf, Cof) is (II;, Ci) complete, 
where Znf = {e: W, is infinite} and Fin = {e: W, is finite}. The fact that Y is II! implies 
that we have a strictly decreasing sequence of dyadic rationals qS >r with limit r. For 
each e, we shall construct a set V, such that at each stage s we put a code for (qS, l] 
into V, if and only if We,s+l - W,,, # 0. Then th ere is a recursive function f such that 
W&C~ = V,. Note that if W, is infinite, then P’ ,fcr) = [O,r] and if W, is finite, then P,ce) 
will equal [O,q,] for some s. Thus Pfce) will have measure r if W, is infinite and <f(U) 
will have measure >Y if W, if finite. 0 
Theorem 4.10. Let Z(8) be I(.@; [0, 11). Then 
(i) Z(meager) is II; complete. 
(ii) Z(perfect) is II! complete. 
Proof. As usual, the completeness follows from Lemma 4.4 and the corresponding 
results for g-bounded II: classes in (0, 1)” from Section 3, see Theorems 3.17 and 
3.18. 
For the exact complexity in (i), we observe that, by the Baire Category Theorem, a 
closed set is non-meager if and only if it includes an interval. The result follows from 
the fact that 
For the exact complexity in (ii), we see that P, is perfect if and only if, for all q <r, 
if P, n [q, r] # 0, then there exist 41, q2, r-1, r2 such that q < q1 < rl <q2 < r2 <r such that 
P, n [ql, rl] and P, n [q2, r2] are both nonempty. 0 
The complexity of index sets for II: classes in the real line may be obtained from 
our results above with the help of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. (i) There is a primitive recursive function 4 such that, for any e, 
P,JO,II =QQ),R. Furthermore, ifP,,[0,11 is decidable, then P&c~J,~ is decidable. 
(ii) There is a primitive recursive function f such that, for each e and n, P,%% n 
[-n,n] is homeomorphic to P&e,n),[o,~~. Furthermore, if P,,s is decidable, then each 
Pfce,n~, [O,JI is decidable. 
(iii) For any computable function f : w x UI + co, there is a computable function g 
such that, for each a and n, &[a),~ n (-co,O) = 0, Pqca),~ n (2n + 1,2n + 2) = 0 and 
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P y(a),~ n [2n,2n + l] is homeomorphic to Pf(a,n),[~,~~. Furthermore, if each Zf(o,n),[~,~~ is 
decidable, then f&),s is decidable. 
Proof. For part (i), let W+ce) q e ual the set of all codes for intervals whose code occurs 
in W, relative to the space [0, l] plus the codes of all open intervals disjoint from [O,l]. 
For part (ii), simply let Wf(e,n~ consists of codes of intervals relative to the space 
[0, l] which result by possibly truncating an interval whose code relative to R occurs in 
W,, if it goes beyond the end points, and then dividing the end points of the intervals 
by II. 
For part (iii), &ca, includes codes for all intervals either contained in (--00, 0) or 
in some interval (2n + 1,2n + 2) together with codes for suitable translations of the 
intervals given in Wf.(a,nj. II 
As our first example, Theorem 4.10 easily carries over to the real line. 
Theorem 4.12. Let I(B) be I(B,?JI). Then 
(i) /(meager) is II: complete. 
(ii) I(perfect) is II: complete. 
Proof. The upper bounds on the complexity follow from the observation that a closed 
subset P of 8 is meager (respectively, perfect) if and only if P f’ [-n, n] is meager 
(respectively, perfect) for all positive integers n. Thus if we let f be the computable 
function given in Lemma 4.11, then 
e E Z(meager; R) H (Vn)f(e, n) E Z(meager; [0, l]), 
and similarly for the property of being perfect. 
For the completeness, let h be the reduction of an arbitrary II: set A to 
[(meager; [0, 11) and let 4 be given by Lemma 4.11. Then we have 
a E A ti &h(a)) E Z(meager; R). 
A similar argument works for the property of being perfect. 0 
Theorem 4.13. Let Z(9) be Z(9?;8?). Then 
(i) For any integer c, (I( >c),Z( Gc)) is (Xi, II;) complete, and I( = c + 1) is 0: 
complete. 
(ii) (I( 2 No),I( <No)) is (IIi,Ct) complete. 
(iii) (I( >No),Z( d No)) is (II:, II!) complete and I( = No) is II: complete. 
Proof. For the upper bounds on the complexity, observe that card(P,) <c H (Vn) 
card(P, r? [-n, n]) dc and then apply Theorem 4.5 and part (ii) of Lemma 4.11. 
For the completeness in part (i) when c = 0, let a E A u (Vn)R(a,n), where R is 
Cy. By Theorem 4.5, there is a computable function f such that, for all a and n, 
R(a, n) @ Pf(a,n),[~,~~ is empty. 
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Applying Lemma 4.11, we obtain a computable function y such that a E A if and only 
if <y(a),% is empty. 
For the special case of I( = 1 ), suppose that C =A n B, where A is Ct and B is Hi. 
First modify the preceding construction by taking f’(a, 2nt 1) = f’(a, 2n+2) = f(a, n). 
Next choose a computable function h by Theorem 3.3 so that P’(.,lO,i),., has exactly 1 
element if and only if a E B and let f’(a, 0) = &h(a)) where 4 is the function defined 
in Lemma 4.11. Now let g’ be obtained from f’ by part (ii) of Lemma 4.11. It is easy 
to see that 
c~w$(a),w) = c~fwh(,),[o,l] > + 2 . curd(qq(,).w). 
Now if a E A f? B, curd(Q(,),w) = 1 + 2 0 = 1. For the converse, suppose that 
curd(&(,),~) = 1. It follows that curd(cq(,),a) = 0 and that curd(P&,),to,~l) = 1, so that 
ugAnB. 
For the remaining cases, the complexity agrees with that of Theorem 4.5 so that the 
results easily follow from part (i) of Lemma 4.11. 0 
The decidable version of this theorem follows. 
Theorem 4.14. Let I(,%) be I(%?; X). 
(i) For any integer c, I( Gc, dec. ) is rI7 complete and I( >c, dec. ) and 
I( = c + 1, dec.) are both 0: complete. 
(ii) I( =Na, dec.) is nf complete, (I( >No, dec.),Z( <No, dec.)) is (E~,rI~) complete, 
and (I( <No, dec. ),I( > No, dec. )) is (Xi, Hi) complete. 
Proof. In each case, the upper bounds follow from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.11 as in 
the previous theorem. We only need to show that Z(nonempty, dec.) and I( = 1, dec.) 
are both 07 complete, since the other parts follow from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.11. 
Let B be a II: set and C a Cy set and let J and K be recursive relations so that 
b E B H (Vm)J(u,m) and c E C * (3 m)K( u,m). Then we will define a recursive 
function f so that for any a, a E B n C if and only if Pf.ca) is decidable and has exactly 
one element. At stage s, we will decide whether n E Wfca) for each subinterval U, of 
[-2.52~1. If J(u,m) and ~K(u,m) for all m <s, then each n such that U, c [-2s,2s] are 
put into ll$+). Thus if a E B\C, then Fjca) will be empty. Now let s be the least such 
that K(u,s). Then for each i>O and for all it such that U, = (2s-22’,2s+2-‘), we omit 
n from Wf,,, at this and every later stage. Let t be the least such that J(u, t). Then 
we put into &a) all n such that U, = (2t + i, 2t + 1). Other then these intervals, codes 
for all other subintervals of [-2s, 2~1 are put into Wfcaj at stage s. Now if a E B fl C, 
then Pfca) will be decidable and will have exactly one element, namely 2s, where s is 
the least such that K(u,s). If a $! B, then Pfta) will not be decidable, since there will 
be some 12 @ V$C~, such that Pf(,, n cl(U,) = 0, where U, = (2t + i, 2t + 1) for the least 
t such that ~J(u, t). If a 4 C, then P&,, will be empty. 0 
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We omit the version of Theorem 4.7 for the real line since all complexities are 
identical with those for [0, 11. 
There is an increase in complexity for index set properties which refer to measure 
for the real line. In addition, in the real line, we have the possibility of II: classes 
with infinite measure. We note that the first part of our next theorem implies that the 
measure of a real II: class is a Ci real. 
Theorem 4.15. Let I(W) be Z(W; 8). Then 
(i) For any II! real r > 0, (Z(measure>r),Z(measure<r)) is (.Y$,II~) complete. 
(ii) For any Ai real r, (Z(measure<r),Z(measure 3 r)) is (C&II!) complete and 
Z(measure = u) is II! complete. 
(iii) (Z(measure < oo)),Z(measure = oo) is (Xi, II:) complete. 
Proof. (i) The upper bounds for a rational q follow from Lemma 4.11 and the obser- 
vation that 
w,RR)Gq * (vn)(~(p,,~nn-n,nl)~q). 
For a II: real r, the upper bounds follow from the fact that 
1(P)<r * (~q)(~(P)>q+q<r). 
For completeness, we begin by modifying the proof of Theorem 4.9 to show that 
for any two rationals q’ > q 3 0, (Z(measure = q),Z(measure = 4’)) is (II;, Ci) complete 
for measure in !R. We assume first that q’ d 1. A reduction of (Znf, Fin) is given as 
follows. First put a code for the interval (-oo,O) E Qe) for all e. When an element 
comes into W, at stage S, we put codes for the intervals (i + 2~‘-‘q, i + 1) into Wfce, 
for all i<s. Thus, if W, is infinite, then P fee) = UF,, [i, i + 2-‘-‘q] and therefore has 
measure exactly q. Next consider a stage s + k at which no element enters We, where 
s is the last stage where an element entered W,. The construction thus far is building 
Pfce) so that the measure of Pfce) n [O,s + l] is q( 1 - 2~“-‘). If no further elements 
enter W,, then we need a total measure of m, = q’ - q( 1 - 2-S-’ ) = q’ - q + q2-s-’ 
from the intervals [s + k,s + k + l] for k > 0. Thus at stage s + k, we put into Wfce) a
code for the interval (s + k + ms2-k,s + k + 1). Thus if s is the last stage at which an 
element comes into W,, then the measure of P, will be exactly q’. 
The completeness of (Z(measure > r),Z(measure <r)) follows by choosing q <r and 
q’>r. 
For q, q’ or r > 1, the proof is easily modified by expanding the class by an integer 
multiple. That is, if n <r <n + 1, let r’ = f . Given f so that ,I(Pf(,)) > r w e E Fin, 
define P,(,, so that x E P4ce) w X E P+). 
(ii) The upper bounds on the complexity follow from the observation: 
A(P)<r * @q)(q<r & A(P)<q). 
Thus the upper bound holds for any Ci real. 
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For the completeness, let Y be a Ai real, let A be a Ci set and let B be a II: relation 
such that 
UEA H @n)B(u,n). 
Partition o into infinitely many infinite subsets, Ni = { 2’(2n + 1) - 1: n <co}. This gives 
rise to a corresponding partition P’ of any II! class P c [0, oo), where 
Pi= u (Pn[n,n+l]). 
IlEN, 
It follows from Lemma 4.11 that for any computable function f, there is a II: class 
P such that, for each i, Pi is homeomorphic to Q(i). 
For simplicity, assume again that rd 1. Applying part (i) above, we may define QCiJ 
so that l(P&,j~) =2-‘-l if ~B(u, i) holds and if there is some n <2’ such that 
2n+lir<2n+2 
2’+’ ‘2i+l) 
and n(&,,,) = 0 otherwise. Define pYcu, as discussed above so that cia, = pfC,j, for 
each i. 
If a $6 A, then ~B(a,i) for each i, and it follows that l(qia,) =2-‘-l if the dyadic 
expansion of r has a 1 in the ith position, so that A(pqtOj) has measure exactly Y. If 
a E A, then L(P,,,,) <Y. 
(iii) The upper bound on the complexity follows from the fact that 
/l(P) = cc H (Vm)&P) > n. 
For the completeness, just modify the construction in part (ii) so that n(P,,,,i,) = 1 
if B(a, i) holds and l(Pf,,i,) = 0 otherwise. 0 
We remark that index sets may be defined as well for II: subsets of product spaces 
Xd for any finite d with exactly the same results as above. 
5. Index sets for continuous functions 
In this section, we present enumerations of the computably continuous functions on 
our spaces, and then define and classify various associated index sets. These index sets 
are primarily concerned with subsets of the domain of a given function F, such as the 
set of zeroes of F. 
A continuous function F :X +X may be represented by a map f : o + w, where we 
interpret f(m) = n to mean that the image of the interval U, is included in the interval 
U,. For any element x, F(x) is then the unique y such that y E Ufcrn, for every m such 
that x E U,. For the real line, this is essentially the representation described in [3 11. To 
ensure the continuity of F, we must assume that U, c Up implies that qfc,,,, c qf(p). 
To ensure that the map f actually represents a function, we need a (local) modulus of 
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convergence function d, so that whenever U, has diameter <d(k), Uf(,,,) has diameter 
~2~~. For the compact spaces (0, l}w and [0, 11, a global modulus of convergence 
function can then be obtained. For the real line, we must have a family of modulus 
functions d, on the interval [-n, n] for each n 2 1. 
We will say that F is computably continuous if F may be represented by a com- 
putable function f with computable modulus function when X = (0, 1 }” or if X = [0, 11. 
When X = 8, we will say that F is computably continuous if F may be represented by 
a computable function f with a uniformly computable family of modulus functions. If 
c$~ represents F, then we will write F = F,. 
The conditions on e such that 4C represents a computably continuous function F, on 
X have the same first two clauses for all three space (0, l}w, [0, l] and R. 
(1) &E Tot. 
(2) (~~)W’nwn c G + q&l, c q+J&,. 
The final clause is different. For {O,l}w, we have the diameter of U, equal to 2-lVf11, 
so the modulus condition is the following. 
(3) (~~)(3n)(~~=a, E {O,l}“)l~+~(~)l >m. 
For the interval [0, 11, the following condition clearly suffices: 
(3’) (~m)(3n)(~O~i~n)(~t)(~=(((i-l)/n,(i+l)/n)f3[O,l]) t diam(U~~~,))<2-“). 
For the real line, we simply enforce this type of condition for each interval [-k, k]. 
(3”) (Vk)(Vm)(3n)(~Odidkn)(Vt)[(~ =(k + (i - l)/n,k + (i + l)/n)-+diam(U&,~) 
<2-m]. 
Let Z&Y) be the set of indices for computably continuous functions on X and, for 
any property W, let ZF(~%?;X) be the set of indices for functions with property B. 
Theorem 5.1. For each space X, Z&Y) is II: complete. 
Proof. The upper bound on the complexity follows from the description above. For 
the completeness, just define &ce,(n)=n if &(n) converges and let &ce,(n) diverge if 
&(n) diverges. Then eE Tot @ h(e)EZF(X). 0 
II: classes may be associated with computably continuous functions in various ways. 
We will consider the class of zeroes of a function, the class of extrema of a function, 
and the class of fixed points of a function. 
Theorem 5.2. Let the space X be either (0, I}“, [0, l] or 8. There exist computable 
functions 4 and $ such that 
(i) For all e E IF(X), P$c~,o,~ = {x: F,,x(x) = O}. 
(ii) For all e, PeX = {x: F+(,J,x(x) = 0). 
Proof. (i) Given the function F, represented by fe, just put n E W$ce, if 0 6 Uf,Cnj. 
(ii) First let X = [0, 11. Given the II: class P,, we will define a function FgteI = 
lim,,, Fe*.’ where the functions Fe,’ are defined in stages as follows. Let P” = P,,, = 
[0, l]\ UnEK,,, U,. At stage 0, F’(x) = 1 for all x. After stage S, [0, I]\PS is a finite 
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union of open intervals and F ‘J is a continuous function so that F%S(x) = 2? on PS 
and F”*S(x) > 0 on [0, I]\P. At stage s + 1, we make Fe,‘+‘(x) = 2-“-’ for x E P+’ 
and on each maximal open subinterval (p - r, p + r) of [0, I]\P, we let 
F %S+1(,)=FGS(,) Ip 3-1 
Since IFe,s+’ (x) - F%‘(x)1 d 2-‘-l, it follows that the functions FeJ converge to a 
limit F which will be the desired function FACE,. If x E P,, then Fe,S(x) = 2+ for all s 
so that F(x) =O. If x $ P,, then x E U, for some n E W,. Thus there is some initial 
stage s at which x $ Pst’ and Fess+’ (x) > 2-.‘-‘. It follows from the construction that 
F(x) > Fe,‘+’ (x) - 2-s-l > 0. 
It remains to find a representing function f4ce, for F. For each s and each m, 
suppose that the range of FS on U, is (p,q). Then let f”(m) be the least II such that 
U, = (p’, q), where p’ = min{p - 2-‘, 0). We make two observations. First, for any m 
and for s < t, Up(,,,) c lJf,(,,,). Second, for any m, n and s, if U, c U,, then Ufs(,,,) c UPC,,,. 
Now define fbce,(rn) to be f”+‘(m), where s is the least such that diam(U,) ~2~~. 
For the space ?I?, we define a map F : R+ [0, 11. The construction of FS+’ has to be 
modified for infinite maximal open subintervals (-w,q) and (p, CCI). For the former, 
let 
FS+‘(x)= FS(x) - 2-‘-‘( 1 - min{ 1,q - x}), 
and for the latter, let 
FS+‘(x) = FS(x) - 2T-‘( 1 - min{ 1,x - p}). 
For the space (0, l}“, there is a more direct construction using the indexing [S,] 
based on trees. That is, given S, and given U, =Z(a) with 1~~1 = k, let f4ce,(m) = n, 
where U, =Z(z) and r is defined as follows. If (T ES,, then z =Ok; if cr $ S,, then 
r = O’lk-‘, where i is the least such that 0 [i e S,. 0 
We can now apply the complexity results, Theorems 4.5 and 4.13, to classify the 
complexity of index sets related to zeroes of a computably continuous function. For 
any property B’, and space X, let 
Zz(.%;X) = {e E IF(X): {x EX: &,X(X) = 0) satisfies 9’). 
Corollary 5.3. Let X be %, [0, I] or (0, l}w. 
(i) For any integer c 2 1, (I ( z >c;X),Zz(dc;X)) is (Ci,IIi) complete and Zz 
( = c;X) is 0; complete. 
(ii) (Zz( 3 Na;X),Zz( <No;X)) is (II!, Ci) complete. 
Proof. Let $ be the function given by Theorem 5.2 above. For each property 9, 
eEZz(B;X) H eEZF & +(e)EZ($X). 
This gives the upper bounds on the complexity. 
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Now let 4 be the function from Theorem 5.2. The completeness follows from the 
fact that for each property S%!‘, 
eEI(W;X) * +(e)EIz(%X). 0 
The same method of proof applies for the following corollaries. 
Corollary 5.4. For X either 32, [0, 11, or (0, l}w: 
(i) (Iz(comp. nonempty;X), I~(comp. empty;X) is (Xi, Q) complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (Iz(comp. >c;X), Zz(comp. 6c;X)) is (E~,H~) com- 
plete, and Iz(comp. =c;X) is Di complete. 
(iii) (Iz(comp. <No;X), IZ (camp.= N0;X)) is (C$Hy) complete. 
Theorems 4.9 and 4.15 have the following corollaries. 
Corollary 5.5. Let X be either [0, l] or (0, l}w. For any ny real r < 1, Iz(measure < 
r;X)) and Iz(measure = r;X) are Hi complete. 
Corollary 5.6. Let Iz(B) be Iz(9’; $2). 
(i) For any I$ real r 3 0, Iz(measure<r) is Iii complete. 
(ii) For any Ai real r, (I~(measure<r),Iz(measure > r)) is (Ed,@) complete and 
Zz(measure = r) is ITi complete. 
(iii) (Iz(measure < oo), Iz(measure = co)) is (Et, @) complete. 
Theorems 4.10 and 4.12 have the following corollaries 
Corollary 5.7. Let X be R, [0, l] or {O,l}“. 
(i) Iz(meager;X) is ni complete. 
(ii) Iz(perfect;X) is Q complete. 
Next we consider the extrema of a continuous function. Here the spaces [0, l] and 
{O,l}” differ from R in that a continuous function on 8 may not attain a maximum 
or a minimum. Let M,,x be the maximum of F,,x, if any, and m,,x the minimum 
of F,,x, if any. For (0, l}“, the lexicographic ordering CL is used to determine the 
maximum and minimum; this orders both (0, l}w and also (0, 1 } <W. It will follow 
from the arguments below that m, and M, are always computable reals, when they 
exist. 
Theorem 5.8. Let the space X be either {O,l}” or [0, 11. There exist computable 
functions 4, #, I,+ and I,V such that 
(i) For all e E I&Y), P$(e),~ = {x: I&&x) = m,,x}. 
(i)’ For all e E I&C), P$I(,),J = {x: F&(x) =M,,x}. 
(ii) For all e, P,,x = {x: F&,),X(X) = ~(,xx}. 
(ii)’ For all e, P,,x = {x: F&,(,),x(x) =M~,(eJ,~}. 
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Proof. We just give the proof for the minimum. For part (i), the proof for the maxi- 
mum will be similar and for part (ii), a minimum may be exchanged for a maximum 
by changing F(x) to 1 - F(x). 
(i) First consider the case of X = [0, I]. Given the function F,, we define the set 
w$(,) in stages W$(,),,. At stage s, compute C&(M) for all m<s’=max(s,to) where 
to is the least t such that UO, . . . , U, covers [0, I] and enumerate the finite list of the 
images (PO, 40 1,. . . , (p,+, qs/ ) of the intervals Us, . . . , U,t. 
The minimum of F, must lie between p” = min{pi: ids’} and qS = min{q;: i<s’}. 
It is easy to see that m, is the unique element of nS[p”,q”] and may actually be 
computed using this procedure. Now we put m into W~C~,,~ if the closure of U&,,,J is 
disjoint from [ps,qS]. Suppose that F,(x) =m,. Then m, must lie in the image U&nj 
of every interval U, which contains x. Thus at every stage s, the image of the interval 
containing x must intersect [pS,qS]. so that x EP@(,). On the other hand, suppose that 
F,(x) #me. Then there is some interval U, such that x E U,,, and m, is not in the 
closure of U#<~,,,J. It follows that there is some stage s at which the closure of U&,, 
is disjoint from [p”, qs], so that m E W$,,,, and therefore x $ P$ce). 
For X = (0, 1 }“, we have at stage s a finite list Z(rt ), . . . ,I(T.~) of image intervals 
and we let CJ” be the lexicographic minimum of the ri, let ps be the lexicographic 
maximum and let US be the finite union of intervals I(r) such that Jr1 = max{ 1~~~1, ]p”]} 
and aS GLr <up”, Then we put m into W$(e,,s if U+crn, is disjoint from US. 
(ii) This is immediate from part (i) of Theorem 5.2 since m+(,) = 0. 0 
For the real line, we first consider the set of indices for functions which attain an 
extreme value. For simplicity, we introduce some notation. For each e and k, let 
Q~,[o,II = {F,,[o,II(x):  E [‘A ll>, 
let 
and let 
Q~,R = {F,,dx): x E E}. 
Note that Qe,s is in general a Ci class and not necessarily closed. 
Theorem 5.9. The following sets are all lIi complete: 
(i) {e E IF(%): Qe,~ is not bounded above}; 
(ii) {e E Z&3?): Qe,~ is not bounded below}; 
(iii) {e E I,=(%): F,,a does not attain a maximum); 
(iv) {e E IF: F,,R does not attain a minimum). 
Proof. We prove (i) and (iii); (ii) and (iv) are similar. 
(i) Qe,w is bounded above provided that there exists some B such that for every 
k, Qe,k is bounded by B + 1. The last condition can be replaced by an equivalent, 
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computable condition. Simply wait for n large enough so that the images of each 
interval ((i - 1 )/n, (i + 1 )/n) for -kn d i 6 kn has diameter < 1 and then check that all 
of the intervals are bounded above by B + 1. 
For completeness, we define a reduction g of Znf to our set so that g(e) E Z&I?) 
for all e, as follows. The function Fgce) is defined as the union of partial functions F” 
having domain (--oo,s]. For s = 0, we have FS(x) = 0 for x<O. At stage s + 1, there 
are two cases. If an element comes into W,, then we extend FS to FSi’ by setting, for 
Obx<l, 
F’+‘(s +x) = FS(s) +x. 
If no element comes into W, at stage s + 1, then we let 
FS+‘(s + x) = FS(s). 
It is clear that if W, is finite, then Fe(,) is eventually constant and therefore Qgce) is 
bounded above, whereas if W, is infinite, then there are infinitely many s such that 
FgCej(s + 1) = Fe(,)(s) + 1, so that Q,ce) is not bounded above. 
(iii) By (i), we may assume that Qe is bounded above, so that F, attains a maxi- 
mum Mk on each interval [-k, k]. As in the proof of Theorem 5.8, we can uniformly 
compute a sequence of intervals (pi,q;) such that Mk lies in (pi,q;). Now F, attains 
a maximum if and only if there exists a k such that Mk is the global maximum of F,. 
This last condition is equivalent to 
The completeness here follows from part (i). 0 
Theorem 5.10. Let Pe=P,,s, let F,=Zj&, let me=m,,R and M,=I~&,w. 
There exist computable functions 4, #, $ and $’ such that 
(i) For all e EZF such that F, attains a minimum, P$(=, = {x: F,(x)=m,}. 
(i)’ For all e E Z,c such that F, attains a maximum, P$I(~J = {x: F,(x) =M,}. 
(ii) For all e, P, = {x: F$,,Jx) = m$(,)}. 
(ii)’ For all e, P, = {x: F$t(,)(x) =A$,/(,)}. 
Proof. We give the proof for the minimum. 
(i) Let me,k be the minimum of F, on I-k, k] and for each s, let p,f and qi be 
defined (for s 2 k) as above in Theorem 5.8 so that me& is the unique member of 
n,[p,“,q,S]. Using condition (3)” as in the proof of Theorem 5.9, we may assume 
that qi - pi 62~“. W$,,, is defined as follows. Given m, let (p, q) = U&cm, and put 
m E We,,,, whenever m <s and there is some k <s such that p>ql. 
Suppose that F,(x) # m,. Then F,(x) > m, + 2-” for some s. Then F,(x) > me& + 2-” 
for all sufficiently large k. Thus there is some interval U,,, containing x such that if 
&+(,)=(p,q), then P>me,k+2-S>q;. Now for any stage t >max{k, m,s}, m will be 
put into W@ce,, so that x $ P*(e,. Conversely, suppose that F,(x) = m,. Then let U, be 
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any interval containing x and let L&,,,,, = (p,q), so that pdm, Gq. Now for any k, 
me,k > m,, so that, for any s, p<m, <i&k <qi. It follows that m $! W$ce,. 
(ii) This follows directly from the proof of Theorem 5.2, since the function Z$ce, 
constructed there has m4(,) = 0. 0 
For the space [0, l] and (0, l}“, it follows from Theorem 5.8 that there are versions 
of Corollaries 5.3-5.6 where the extrema of a function take the place of the zeroes. 
Since {e E Z&R): F,,R has a maximum} is a TI! set by Theorems 5.1 and 5.9, we only 
have results of higher complexity for R. We just give some of these results in the next 
corollary. For any property 9 and space X, let 
ZM(B?;X)= {e: {x:F,,~(x) is maximal} has property B}, 
and similarly for I,,, and minimal. We just state the results for maxima. 
Corollary 5.11. Let Z,+t(B!) denote ZM(~; 8). 
(i) For any integer c 2 1, ZM( = c) is 0; complete. 
(ii) (I& b Na),ZM( <No)) is (IIi,Ci) complete. 
(iii) (ZM(comp. nonempty),ZM(comp. empty)) is (C~,IQ> complete. 
(iv) For any Ai real r, (ZM(measure <r),Z,&measure > r)) is (Xi, II:> complete and 
ZM(measure = r) is II! complete. 
(v) Z~(perfect) is II! complete. 
Proof. We will just sketch the proof of part (i). 
Let I+V be the function given by Theorem 5.10 above. Then 
e E ZM( ==c) @ e E Z, & F, attains a maximum & $(e) EZ( =c). 
This gives the upper bounds on the complexity. 
Now let 4’ be the function from part (iv) of Theorem 5.10. The completeness follows 
from the fact that 
eEZ(=c) % +‘(e)EZM(=c). 0 
Next, we consider fixed points of a continuous function. Here the space [0, l] differs 
from !I? and (0, l}w in that a continuous function on [0, l] always has a fixed point. 
Theorem 5.12. Let the space X be either (0, 1)” or 9% There exist computable junc- 
tions 4 and I,+ such that 
(i) For all e E Z&Y), P@(,),x = {x: Z&(x) =x}. 
(ii) For all e, P,,x = {x: F~(,),J(x) =x}. 
Proof. (i) Let $’ be the function given by part (i) of Theorem 5.2 so that P$J(,)J = {x: 
F,,x = 0). For X = %, define f so that 
Fr&) = E(x) - x, 
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and for X = {O,l}“, let 
&e)(x)(n) = IF,(x)(n) - x(n)l. 
Then in either case, Ffce)(x) = 0 if and only if F,(x) =x. Now let P,,ce, = P+,(f(e)~. 
(ii) Let 4’ be the function given by part (ii) of Theorem 5.2 so that ce,x = {x: 
@(,),X(X) = 0). For X = !I& let 
&J@)(X) =x + ~~~(&) 
and for X = (0, l}“, let 
Q&)(n) =x(n) + Q(,)(x)(n) (module 2). 
For the space X = [0, 11, we know that any continuous function must have a fixed 
point, so we have a slightly different result. In our next result, we will suppress the 
superscript X = [0, 11. 
Theorem 5.13. For the space X = [0, 11, there exist computable functions 4’ and I)’ 
such that 
(i) For all e E IF, P$,(,) = {x: F,(x) =x}. 
(ii) For all e, P, U { 1) = {x: F~J~,Q(x) =x}. 
Proof. (i) Let rl/ be the function given by part (i) of Theorem 5.2 so that P$ce, = {x: 
F,(x) = O}. Define f so that 
F&,(x) = I&(x) - xl, 
so that Ffce,(x) = 0 if and only if F,(x) =x. Now let P$rce) = P$(fce)). 
(ii) Let $I be the function given by part (ii) of Theorem 5.2 so that P, = {x: Fbce, 
(x) = 0). Let 
&Q)(X) = min{ 1,x + F&,)(x)}. 
Clearly F+rce)( 1) = 1 and for x < 1, 
Fb+,(x) =x * Fbcej(x) = 0 w x E P,. Cl 
We end the section with a few corollaries to Theorems 5.12 and 5.13. For the spaces 
!R and (0, l}“, there are fixed point versions of each part of Corollaries 5.3-5.7. Since 
the measure and the category of a set are unaffected by the addition of a single point, 
the results of Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7 (part (i)) will likewise carry over to fixed points. 
Similarly, the question of infinite cardinal&y will not be affected by the addition of 
a single point, so that part (ii) of Corollary 5.3 and part (iii) of Corollary 5.4 have 
identical fixed point versions. Thus we just give a few other results for [0, 11. 
For any property 9 and space X, let 
I,v~(&?;X)= {e: {x: &(x)=x} has property 9}, 
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Corollary 5.14. Let I&B) denote I,=p(B; [0, I]). 
(i) For any integer c > 2, I&d c) is ni complete and ZF~( =c) is 0; complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (IFp(comp. >c), IFp(comp. <c)) is (Xi, @‘) complete, 
and IFp(comp. = c) is Dt complete. 
(iii) ZFp( perfect) is @ complete. 
Proof. In each case, the upper bound on the complexity follows from part (i) of 
Theorem 5.13 and the appropriate result from Section 3. Thus we just consider the 
completeness. 
(i) Let 4’ be the function from Theorem 5.13 and let J‘ be a computable function 
such that, for all e and for all x E [0, 11, 
XEPj@) 5% 2xEP,. 
The completeness of ZF~( = c) follows from the fact that 
eEZ( =c - 1) * f(e)El( =c - 1) @ #(f(e))EZFp( =c) 
A similar argument works for ZF~( Gc) and for part (ii). 
(iii) Let g be a computable function such that P,(,) = Pfce) U [i, 11. Then P4ce) is 
perfect if and only if P, is perfect and Pg(,) always contains 1. 
e E Z(perfect) * g(e) E I(perfect) e 4(e) E ZFp(perfect). 
6. Complexity of real functions 
Thus we have 
0 
In this section, we first define index sets for polynomial time II: classes and for 
polynomial time functions, based on the notions of p-time sets and functions of reals 
developed in [15]. Then we will look at the complexity of index sets for II: classes 
based on the number of polynomial time elements. 
The fundamental notion of complexity is the length of a computation in comparison 
with the length of the input. Thus we need to assign lengths to intervals. For the space 
(0, l}“, we let Il(cr)l = 101. For th e interval [0, l] and for !I?, it is convenient to restrict 
our basic open sets to be dyadic intervals of the form (p, q) = ((k/2’) - (2~‘), (k/2”) + 
2~‘), where k is odd and t 3 s are positive integers. The end points p and q of such an 
interval may be written in binary form and we will let I(p,q)l = 3 + Ibin(p)l+ Ibin(q)l. 
(For the half open interval, we let [[O,p)l = I(p, 111 ==4 + IpI.) 
For the space (0, 1 }“, each basic interval is partitioned into two disjoint subintervals 
and a basic interval of diameter 22-l is included in a unique basic interval of diameter 
2-f. 
A similar approach is not possible for the real line, since no open interval there can 
be partitioned into disjoint open subintervals. Our approach described above means that 
each basic interval is split into three overlapping subintervals. For example, (0,l) is 
split into (0, i ), (i, i) and (i, 1). Other intervals of diameter i, such as (4, i ), are not 
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basic. Thus for any i > j, each interval of diameter 2-j may be included in either one 
or two adjacent intervals of diameter 2-‘. Also note that on the real line the largest 
diameter of any basic interval is still one. 
Then we may construct our modified list U, of basic intervals so that: 
(1) There is a p-time algorithm which will compute from bin(n) the string which 
represents U,, that is, (T or (bin(p),bin(q)) or [O,bin(q)) or (bin(p), l] such that 
U, =f(o) or (p,q) or [O,q) or (P, 11. 
(2) There is a p-time algorithm which will compute bin(n) from the string which 
represents U,. 
This modification will not affect any of the results from Sections 4 and 5. 
Now we say that a II: class P CX is polynomial time representable if there 
p-time set W such that 
P=X 
\ 
u un,x. 
IIEW 
is a 
Note that the index e for the eth p-time function fe is just a pair e = [a, k] such 
that f(x) = &,a(~) if the computation takes place in time d(max(2, Ix]}~ steps, and 
f(x) = 0 otherwise. Thus we can easily compute from e an index e’ of a computable 
function such that fe = &. 
The key result is Theorem 4.1 of [4], that any II: class is polynomial time repre- 
sentable. We now extend to II’i’ classes of real numbers and also give uniform reductions 
for the indices. 
Let PK be the eth p-time set of natural numbers. Then we can write 
Theorem 6.1. Let X be 8, [0, l] or (0, l}w. Then there exist computable functions 
PI and p2 such that, for all e: 
(i) P&,X =P,,(,),x- 
(ii) 4 x = PPp,(,), X. 
Proof. (i) This follows easily from the s-m-n Theorem and the note above, 
(ii) Suppose we are given P,J. We now describe the p-time computation 
fQ2cr,(bin(m)) which decides whether m E PWp2(e). The argument is slightly different 
for each space. 
First let X = (0, l}“. In this case, first compute cr so that U, =I(o) and enumerate 
W =, 1~1, which takes 101 stages. Then check to see if there exists n E W&, such that U, = 5 
for some t-~ 0‘. If so, put m into PW,,,,), otherwise m $! PQ,). This computation is 
clearly p-time in G. We claim that P, = PP,,(,). It is easy to see that PW,,(,, C K, so 
that P, C PPp,(,). 
The other inclusion is shown by the contrapositive. Suppose that x $! P,. Then x E UJ 
=1(r) for some n E K, so that r +x. Choose s > ]r] such that n E II& and let cr =x[s 
and U, = I(z). Then m E PW,,,,) and x E U,, so that x 6 PP,,(,+ 
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Next let X = [0, 11. Then we have U, = (k22” - 22’, k2-” + 2-‘) for some odd k 
and some s < t. Now look for n E &, I G, such that U, is an interval of diameter > 22’ 
which contains U,. Note that for each r < t, there are most two possible intervals of the 
form (j22-P - 2~‘, j22P + 22’) which can contain U,. Thus there are at most 2t things 
to check for membership in I$$, 1~1. Since ]U,l> 1, it follows that the computation is 
p-time. Then put m into PW,,(,, if there is such an n and otherwise m $! PM&,,,. Once 
again it is easy to check that P,[‘,” = PP,?:,‘. 
For X = E, the procedure is essentially the same, since the largest interval has di- 
ameter 1. q 
For any property g of subsets of X, we can form the index set 
PZ(S?;X) = {e: PPe,x has property 9}. 
In light of Theorem 6.1, we can immediately derive a number of corollaries for the 
index sets PZ(% ;X) for the corresponding results in Section 4. We give a selection. 
Corollary 6.2. Let X be E, [0, l] or (0, 1)"'. 
(i) For any integer c b 1, PI( < c;X) is ni complete and PI(= c;X) is 0: complete. 
(ii) (PI( 2 No;X), PZ( < QX)) is (@ Ci) complete. 
(iii) For any integer c, (PI(comp. >c;X),PZ(comp. dc;X)) is (Ed,@) complete. 
(iv) (PZ(comp. < No;X), PZ(comp. = No ;X)) is (E&n:) complete. 
(v) For any II: reaZ r < 1, Pl(measure 6r;X)) is ni complete. 
(vi) PI(meager;X) is II! complete. 
(vii) PI(perfect;X) is IJi complete. 
The conditions under which a p-time mnction fe may represent a p-time computably 
continuous function PF, on the space X are natural modifications of the conditions 
given in the previous section. Condition (l), that fe should be total, is satisfied by 
every fe. Condition (2) is as before. However, we need stronger versions of the third 
condition. Following Ko [15], we want to be able to approximate PF,(x) within 2~” 
in polynomial time in n, using some p-time bounded approximation of x. Recall that 
e = [a, k] where k is a bound on the length of computation of &. Since a p-time 
function will compute the same values for large enough k’ > k, we can use the same k 
to provide the bounds on the approximation. Thus we replace the third conditions by 
the following uniform condition: 
(3)~ (t’m> l)(‘~‘t)(dium(~)<2-~~ + diam(U&(,))<2-“). 
Let Pi,(X) be the set of indices for polynomial time continuous functions on X and, 
for any property 9, let PI,c(~ ;X) be the set of indices for polynomial time continuous 
functions with property 9. 
Theorem 6.3. For each space X, PI,c(X) is II: complete. 
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Proof. The upper bound on the complexity follows from the description given above. 
For the completeness, let U, = (0,l) for X = [0, l] or X = !R and let U, =X for 
X = (0, l}w and let fe(m) = p if II& = 8 and f=(m) = m otherwise. 0 
Next we consider the three families of classes corresponding to the zeroes, extrema 
and fixed points of p-time computably continuous functions. 
Theorem 6.4. Let the space X be either (0, l}w, [0, l] or 8. There exist computable 
functions C$ and $ such that 
(i) For all e E PZ,Q), PPJ/(~),J = {x: PF,,x(x) = 0). 
(ii) For all e, PP,,x = {x: PF+(,),x(x) = 0). 
Proof. (i) As before, put n E II&,, if and only if 0 @ UJ(,,. This is clearly polynomial 
time. 
(ii) For the space (0, l}w, the computation given in Theorem 5.2 is clearly polyno- 
mial time. 
For X = [0, 11, we just modify the construction by considering at stage s all basic 
intervals U, of diameter 2-’ and assigning the values fe(n) at that stage. 
For X = %, we consider at stage s all basic intervals of diameter 62~” which are 
included in [--s,s]. 
In these two spaces, it is crucial that the computation of L(n) for a dyadic interval 
U, only needs to check U, E PK for those larger basic intervals U, which contain 
U, and for the two overlapping basic intervals of the same diameter as U,. Thus we 
modify the function constructed so that the value of f at stage s may be determined 
locally. This means that if U = (p,q) is included in a larger interval q = (p’, q’) with 
pi < p and q <q’ with q n P,,,+l = 0, then we let fs+’ = f” on U and only make 
adjustments near the boundary of P,,,+,. 0 
We now have the same corollaries for p-time computably continuous functions as 
we had for computably continuous functions from Theorem 5.2. We leave these to the 
reader. Since the complexity of PZF is simpler, we have a few additional results, which 
we will give. For any property 9, let 
PZz(92 ;X) = {e E PF(X): {x: P&(x) = 0) satisfies B}. 
Corollary 6.5. Let X be either [0, l] or (0, l}w. 
(i) PZz(nonempty ;X) is II:-complete. 
(ii) For any Cy real rE(O,l], (PZz(measure>r;X),PZz(measure<r;X)) is (Cy, 
II:) complete. 
Index sets for extrema and fixed points are handled as in the previous section. For 
the space R, the additional complexity of the existence of extrema means that we do 
not have the additional result corresponding to Corollary 6.5 above. 
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Next we consider index sets relative to cardinality of the polynomial time elements 
of a II: class. First, we shall derive index set results for g-bounded II: classes con- 
tained in ow for some recursive function g : o + co. In fact our index set results apply 
to any effective list of total recursive functions 9 = fe, fi, f2, . which are effectively 
dense in (0, l}w. That is, we assume that for any 5~ (0, l}<w, we can effectively 
find a k such that fk(i)= a(i) for all O<i< 151 - 1 and fk E (0, 1)". We note that 
the sets of functions in some complexity class such as polynomial time, exponential 
time, polynomial space, exponential space, primitive recursive, etc., clearly are effec- 
tively dense in (0, l}“. In such a case, we write (.9>c), (P=c), (P<c), etc. for 
the property of having greater than c, equal to c, and more than c elements in 9, 
etc. We then have the following results, which contrast with the corresponding results 
for index sets of g-bounded II? classes with respect to the number of computable 
elements given in Theorems 3.6-3.8. Essentially, there is a drop of one order of com- 
plexity due to the fact that we are no longer forced to check whether a function is 
total. 
Theorem 6.6. Let 5 = fo, fi , . . . be an effective list of‘ total recursive functions which 
are e!ffectively dense in (0, 1)“. Then for any g > 2, 
(i) (Zp(g-bounded 9 nonempty),Zp(g-bounded 9 empty)) is (C&rIi) complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (Ip(g-bounded 9 >c),Zp(g-bounded 9 Gc)) is <Xi, 
I$) complete and Ip(g-bounded 9= c) is 0; complete. 
(iii) (Ip(g-bounded 9 <No), Ip(g-bounded 9 > No)) is (C~,lY$) complete. 
Proof. The upper bounds on the complexities in all parts easily follow by simply 
writing out the predicates. For example, e E Ip(g-bounded F > c) if and only if there 
exist ka, . . . , k-1 such that 0) (~i<c)((fk,(O),...,fk,(n)) ES, and h,,(n)Gd(h,,(O),..., 
.ji,(n - 1))) and (4 (~i,j<c>(i#j~(3mi,j)(fk,(mi,,>#fk,,(mi,j>). 
For the completeness of part (i), reduce Fin to Ip(g-bounded 9 nonempty) as 
follows. Given e, we want to define Pfce) so that 
e E Fin w f(e) E Ip(g-bounded 9 nonempty). 
First we define a recursive tree z(g) and a sequence of integers io Gil d i2 < . in 
stages. At stage s > 0 we will have a unique path (T, of length n(s) 3s in our tree 8~~) 
together with a function A,$ E 9 n (0, I}@ such that J;, extends 5, and for all t <s such 
that it < i,, fi does not extend qY if j < il. 
Stage 0: Let io be the least k such that _& E (0, 1)” and set q = (&(O)). 
Stage sfl: There are two cases. 
Case I: If I#&+, - I%,, = 0, we just let n,+l =a, + 1, A,+, = .ti, and %+I = {f;,(O), 
. ..) AJn,)). 
Case 11: If I&+i - W,,, # 0, then we use the density of 9 and define is+1 to be 
the least k > is so that fk extends o,, fk E { 0, 1 }“‘, and for all j<&, there exists a mj,, 
such that fk(mj,s) # fk(mj,.y). We then let n,+l = max{n(s)+ l,mo,s,. . . ,mi,.s} where the 
mj,S’s are chosen as small as possible. Finally we let 4+1 = (~~+,(O),...,f;~+,(n,+~ - 1)). 
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(Note that since 9 is effectively dense in (0, l}w, there are infinitely many distinct 
functions of 9 n (0, l}w which extend any 4. Thus there is some k > is such that fk 
extends 4 and such that fk is different from fi for all j-c&) 
It is easy to see that there is a total recursive function h such &,ce) is the characteristic 
function of Tyce) for all e. Then we can define a computable function f so that cr E Sj(=) 
if and only if there is no r 4 cr such that &(e),s(r) = 0. 
Now if I$$ is finite, let s be a stage after which no elements come into K. Then 
Z&,, = {f;,} so that f(e) E Zp(g-bounded B nonempty). If K is infinite, then since 
is+, > i, whenever an element comes into K at stage s + 1, it follows that for each j, 
there is some stage s such that is > is-t > j. Then by the construction, of disagrees with 
fi. Since every path in Pfce) extends cr,, it follows that fi is not in Pfc,,. Thus 9 n q(e) 
is empty, so that e 6 Zp(g-bounded F nonempty). 
A similar construction demonstrates the (Xi, II:) completeness of the set 
(Zp(g-bounded P 2 c),Zp(g-bounded F d c)). That is, modify the above construction 
adding nodes (fk, (0), . . . , fk,(n)) to G(e) where fk,,. . ,fk,, are c - 1 distinct functions 
in (0, l}W such that for all i fk,(O) = 1 -&(O). It then follows that if W, is finite Pfc,, 
will have exactly c members all of which are in 9 and if K is infinite, then Pfce) will 
have exactly c members where exactly c - 1 members are in 9. 
To show Z&g-bounded 5r =c) is 0: complete, let A be a Ci set and B be a 
KIi set. Then there are recursive function pi and p2 such that e E A % pt(e) E Fin 
and e E B * p*(e) E Tot. Now we modify the construction of G(,,,ce)) given above as 
follows. First add the nodes (hi(O),. . .,fk,(n)) to G(p,(e)) where fk,,. . .,fk,, are c - 1 
distinct functions in (0, l}” such that for all i fk,(O) = 1 -J,(O). Next for all n > 0 find a 
functionfp~~E~{O,1}“suchthatfp~(i)=~~(i)foralli<~o,~butfp~(~~~~)=1-~~+~ 
where ~XJ, q,. . are the sequence of nodes defined during the construction of 7&,,(e)). 
Then for each 12 > 0 and each t > /a, 1 add the node (f,(O), . . . , f,,(t)) into the tree 
G(p,(e)) if there exists a j <n such that 4 p2(e),t( j)T. Clearly, there is a recursive function 
k such that 4~~) is the characteristic function of our modified tree. Then we can define 
a computable function q so that (T ES,,,, if and only if there is no r < CJ such that 
$k(e),s(r) = 0. 
Now if e E B, then &,2(e) is total and hence none of the fp,, f,,, . . . will be paths 
through the tree Qe,. However if e 4 B, then there will be a least j such that &,2(e)( j)l 
and hence all of f,, for i> max( j, 1) will be paths through Sqce). On the other hand, 
if e E A, then fk,, . .fk,_, plus the path x such that os 5 x for all s will be elements 
of 9 n [,Qe)]. If e $! A, then x $! 9. It follows that card(9 n Sqce)) = c if and only if 
e E A n B. Thus Zp(g-bounded 9 = c) is 0; complete. 
Finally a minor modification in the construction of ,Qe) will show that (Zp(g-bounded 
3 < No),Zp(g-bounded 9 2 No)) is (Cg, II:) complete. That is, assume that c = 1 in the 
above construction and for each n and k, add the node ( fp,(0), . , f,,(k)) into the 
tree &,(e)) if &+(n)l. It follows that fp. will be a path through the tree if and 
only if &(n)T. Thus, our tree will contain infinitely many paths in 9 if and only 
if K is coinfinite. However since (Cof,Coinf) is (Ed,@!) complete, it follows that 
(Zp(g-bounded B <No), Zp(g-bounded 9 > No)) is (Xi, II!) complete. q 
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We observe that the condition of density in Theorem 6.6 is necessary due to the 
following example. Let F contain all functions x E (0, l}w such that x(n) = 1 for at 
most one n. (Clearly, one can define a recursive function f such that &CO) = Ow and, 
for each n, &cn+l) = OnlOO.) Then Zp(2-bounded 9 nonempty) is a II: set. This is 
because 9 is a LI(: class, so that there is a recursive function h such that P, n 9 = PyCaJ. 
We can now use the arguments of Sections 4 and 5 together with Theorem 6.6 to 
prove the following. 
Theorem 6.7. Let 9 = fo, fi, . . . be an effective list of total recursive functions which 
are efSectively dense in (0, l}O. For example, 9 can be the set of polynomial time 
functions, the set of exponential time functions, the set of polynomial space functions, 
the set of exponential space functions, or the set of primitive recursive functions. Let 
X equal (0, l}w,[O, 11, or 8. Then 
(i) (I(g nonempty; X),1(9 empty; X)) is (E~,Q) complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (Z(~>C; X),Z(Bdc; X)) is (Ei,II!) complete and 
I(9= c; X) is 0; complete. 
(iii) (I(g <No; X),Z(g = No; X)) is (Xi, rIy> complete. 
Theorem 6.8. Let 9 = fo, fi, . . . be an effective list of total recursive functions which 
are effectively dense in (0, l}“. For example, 9 can be the set of polynomial time 
functions, the set of exponential time functions, the set of polynomial space functions, 
the set of exponential space functions, or the set of primitive recursive functions. Let 
X equal (0, l}w,[O, 11, or 8. Then 
(i) (Iz(9nonempty; X),Iz(F empty; X)) is (C!& ni) complete. 
(ii) For any positive integer c, (Zz(9 >c; X),lz(F<c; X)) is (Ci,rZi) complete and 
Iz(9= c; X) is 0; complete. 
(iii) (Zz(9 <No; X),Zz(Y = No ;X)) is (Xi, Hi) complete. 
Similarly we can use the results of Section 6 to prove the analogues of Theorems 6.7 
and 6.8 where replace Z(B;;X) by PP(B;;X) and ZZ(.%) by PPz(.B?;;X). 
We note that the problem of computing index sets for the cardinality of the poly- 
nomial time elements of certain II: classes can depend on conjectures for separation 
results of well-known complexity classes. For example, it is easy to see that if f and 
its first two derivatives are computable real valued functions, then the set of values of 
local extrema off is a II(: class. However the problem of computing index sets for the 
number of polynomial time elements in such II: classes is far from straightforward. 
Such index results depend on whether P = NP due to the following results of Ko and 
Friedman [15]. 
Theorem 6.9. The following are equivalent. 
(i) P =NP, 
(ii) For each polynomial time computable function f : [0, l]* --) R, the function g(x) 
= max{ f (x, y): 0 d y d 1) is polynomial time computable. 
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(iii) For each polynomial time computable function f : [0, 112 -+ R, the function g(x) 
= max{ f (x, y): 0 d y CC} is polynomial time computable. 
(iv) For each polynomial time computable function f : [0, 112 + R that is infinitely 
differentiable, the function g(x) = max{f (x, y): O< y< 1) is polynomial time 
computable. 
Thus the subject of index sets for the cardinality of the polynomial time elements of 
the values of local extrema of polynomial time computable functions is tied to basic 
complexity theory separation phenomenon which 
We leave such questions for further research. 
are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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